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Society Under the Influence

Groups offer
alcohol-free
alternatives

For some,
alcohol is
a business

Cotton
4LLIiryan
Daily Staff Writer

night and miss their classes the
There’s more than meets next morning, he said. They
the eye to college brochures. may also get involved in legal
Those brochures universities problems which can keep them
put out promoting themselves from concentrating.
don’t tell the whole story about
"If a student had a driving
college life. One of the things under the influence (DUI)
they fail to mention is the effect charge, there’s a whole lot of
alcohol has on the college steps through the legal system
community.
that they have
Alcohol has an
to follow and
emotionally it’s
effect on stuand
dents in the camdraining,"
pus community,
Tera.o said.
according to Ken
The amount
part tour of five
Terao, multiculof liquor law
tural coordinator
violations on
for the Prevention Education campus increased from 38 in
1992 to 42 so far this year,
Program (PEP) at SJSU.
"Alcohol can and does play a according to UPD reports.
major role in preventing many These violations include drunk
students from obtaining an in public arrests.
Students may also lose sight
education," he said.
Those who use alcohol on a
regular basis might party all
See COMMUNITY, page 8

By Kyle Preston Register
Spartan Daily SuBWritrr
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Marshall Davis stocks the shelves at Ajax Lounge with various types of alcohol. Ajax stocks 3 full bar and bartenders do use a free pour method as
opposed to pre-measured shots. Ajax offers only import and micro-brew beers.

Alcohol is big business in
San Jose. From bars and
pubs to convenience and
grocery stores, people in
this city drink enough beer,
wine and spirits to support
over 1,400 licensed businesses.
And since it costs anywhere from $300 to $12,000
to get a liquor license, businesses in the San Jose, especially in the downtown area,
are serious about selling
liquor. Within just two
blocks of SJSU there are 25
businesses selling and serving alcoholic beverages.

A problem exists in finding out exactly how much
money people in San Jose
spend on drinking, however. City, state and federal tax
records do not record exact
figures on alcohol sales. Figures on alcohol sales in
restaurants and bars are not
kept separate from statistics
on food sales.
The Alcoholic Beverage
Control Department, a state
agency, does not track how
much currency changes
hands over the bar. They
can only say how many
licenses have been sold.
See BUSINESSES, page 8

Ethnic studies policy
fmds support at hearing

Going the extra yard

BY Clara Chien

Committee kUCRC). An eighth
represented the Board of GenerBy the time representativesfrn- al Studies.
ished listening to all 15 speakers
Pi ()lessor Kenneth Peter,
at yesterday’s ethnic studies hear- UCRC chairman, presided over
ing, at least one person in atten- the hearing.
dance was confident the studentAbout 70 people in the Stuproposed resolution would get dent Union’s Almaden room
the go-ahead.
represented an ethnically diverse
Another hearing on the pro- crowd of mostly students.
posed ethnic studies
Invited
and
graduation requireimpromptu speakers
ment is scheduled for 3
consisted of students
p.m. t day.
and faculty, most of
"My ti phew will be
whom said the student
speaking Thursday’s
resolution would allow
hearing, said Ronald
diversity and compasGarcia, a San Jose resiin the student
diversity sion
dent who took time off
body.
work to attend yesterThough a few speakday’s hearing.
ers stated the present resolution
"He’s a junior majoring in required additional and more
political science," Garcia said. specific objectives, no one denied
’And it looks like he won’t have the need for a more in-depth ethto convince this board too hard, nic course.
thanks to all the energetic speakNicole Padellan. A.S. director
ers who voiced their opinions of ethnic affairs, was yesterday’s
and demanded action be taken invited student speaker who prein putting an ethnic studies pro- sented grounds as to why SJSU
gram."
should require students to take
The board consisted of seven an ethnic studies course.
representatives from the University Curriculum and Reseatiii
See STUDIES pdoe 5
SPanan Daily Sufi Writer
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Theatre arts costume shop director Eliza Chugg puts some last
minute adjustments on the shadow costume for tonight’s preview

Teacher evaluations: more
than end of semester ritual
be due to the nature of the course or
Spartan Daily Staff Write,
the material a teacher uses.
Early evaluations are used to
Filling out those teacher evaluations at the end of the semester is improve teaching, but bad evaluamore than simply a way to get your tions for an instructor nearing the
end of the probation period can be
digs in on the instructor.
The evaluations, called Student bad news for future prospects.
Bad evaluations due
Evaluations of Teacher
to an instructor’s teachEffectiveness (SOTE),
ing methods or ability
are tabulated and filed
’I think it’s
are enough for the uniwith an instructor’s perversity to deny tenure.
s)nnel file.
essential that
Tenure is essentially job
There is also an
students be
insurance for faculty.
optional open-ended
Tenured faculty can not
student opinion evalua(to
asked
be fired for anything
tion, which is not
evaluate
but the most flagrant
required for tenure
offenses.
review.
.’
teachers)
Good evaluations are
Regular faculty, who
Paul Douglas not enough by themare appointed with the
Prolemor in the
selves to insure tenure.
expectation of permaAnytime a faculty memnent
employment,
ber undergoes review,
undergo a six-year probation period. The SOTEs are that person must submit a curriculooked at as part of an instructor’s lum vita (CV) which is like a resume
and includes the evaluation results.
overall job performance.
SOTEs are subject to review by publishing record, research, campus
another professor who evaluates the
See EVALUATIONS. page 5
results to see if bad evaluations might
By Kevin Moore

TNIII
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performance of The Darkest Part of a Shadow " The play was writ
ten by student David Scott and will run through this weekend.

SJSU ranked first in crime statistics
By Jason Meagher
SPartan Daily StaII1Vriter

Last year, SJSU had the
dubious honor of being the
number two campus in the
CSU for violent crime.
As of Wednesday, SJSU is
now the number one campus
for violent clime in the CSU
system.
According to the 1993 Student Right to Know Report,
SJSU had a total of 44 assaults

’minim’. 1 to Nov 17.
The report is a mandatory
report all CSU campuses
must make available to students. It includes statistics on
the number and type of
crimes committed on campus.
University Police Lt. Bruce
Lowe attributes the large
numbers to SJSU’s urban
location.
Lowe said he is concerned

about SJSU’s 44 assaults
because it puts SJSU ahead of
the rest of the GSU campuses
by far.
Long Beach State and
CSLT Northridge both logged
16 assaults for the same period and San Diego State
recorded 13.
SJSU Executive Vice President Don Kassing received
the statistics on this year’s
assaults Wednesday morning

and has lit 1 yet made a decision on what his office will do
about the apparant ease in
violent crime on campus.
"1 am very concerned
about (the numbers)." Kass* said.
Kas.sing said he is going to
look into the problem of violent crime on campus and
will work closely with Chief of
See CRIME page 5

Stolen car turns up in New Mexico
By Jason Meagher
Spartan Wilt StatIVntrr

A state vehicle belonging
to the Environmental Health
and Safety office was recovered by New Mexico border
patrol officers Wednesday
evening, according to university police.
New Mexico border patrol
officers stopped the car
because UPD had issued an
all-points bulletin for the
1992 Ford Tempo, whii h had
been missing since Thiirsday,

Nov. 11.
Jose Trujillo, a former
Environmental Health and
Safety’ employee, was driving
the car when it was stopped
in Las Cruces, New Mexico,
near the Mexican border.
UPD tried to get an extradition order for Trujillo, but
the Santa Clara County district attorney refused, based
on the nature of the crime
and because Trujillo (lid not
have a prior record of car
theft.

According to UPD Lt,
Bruce Lowe, Trujillo was
released in Las Cruces, New
Mexico on Wednesday night
and the stolen car was St .red
by the Las Cruces l’olice
Department to be picked up
later by SJSI T.
Lowe plans to issue a warrant for Trujillo’s arrest as
soon as possible. Lowe said
he has no way to enforce the
warrant unless Trujillo COIRWS
back to California, hut he will
prosecute Trujillo if he does

!cultic
The
Environmental
Health and Safety Office
monitors health and safety
concerns on campus, such as
radiation levels, asbestos and
any other substance which
could pose a heal.’i or safety
threat.
According to Lowe, Trujillo was employed by the Environmental Health and Safety
Office as a student assistant
during the spring 1993
semester.
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Editorial

Forum Page Policies
The SPARTAN DAILY provides a daily Forum
to promote a "marketplace of ideas."
Contributions to the page are encouraged from
students, staff, faculty and others who are interested in the university at large.
Any letter or column for the forum page must
be turned in to Letters to the Editor’s box in the
SPARTAN DAILY, Dwight Bente! Hall 209, or to the
information booth in the Student Union.
Articles may also be mailed to the Forum Editor,
The SPARTAN DAILY, School ofJournalism and Mass
Communications, SJSU, One Washington Square,
San Jose, CA 95192.
Articles may be faxed(408) 924-3282.
Articles and letters MUST contain the author’s
name, address, daytime phone number, signature
and major.
Although not encouraged, names may be withheld upon request.
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Moral relativity
is hazardous

Schools need money,
not politicians
For years, taxpayers have been able to check a
box on their federal tax form to donate $1 to a
presidential campaign fund.
This is just one example of how skewed the priorities in this country have become.
Let’s change that checkbox to read, "Check
here to donate $2 to your state’s school system."
We have given enough to the politicians. It
comes through the Washington Political Action
Committees, special "gift" funds, lucrative salaries,
housing allowances and so on.
What message are we sending out to our elementary and high school systems? We tell them
they should be producing better graduates, yet we
allot them less funds every year and we pay their
administrators more than their teachers.
By including a $2 checkbox on tax forms, we
would be providing the average citizen a chance to
do something about our future.
Imagine if only 60 million taxpayers nationwide
checked the $2 box. The schools would have an
extra $120 million.
While this amount of money will not solve the
crisis some of our schools are in, it would provide
some money for the little things.
Maybe a high school teacher would no longer
need to use her paycheck to buy reference books
and chalk to teach her Shakespeare literature class.
Maybe a second grade teacher would no longer
have to crowd 60 kids in his classroom.
Maybe, just maybe, we could raise public awareness about the miserable conditions many of our
schools have to face.
By providing the average person a way to pitch
in that is painless and hassle-free, we are involving
people in the process, which is the key to success.
If someone checks of the $2 box, even though it
is a small amount, chances are that person will start
following how those $2 are being spent.
It would not be surprising to see some of the
politicians on Capital Hill start paying much more
attention to education if evcryone is watching.
So, got two bucks?

SAN Jost SismU ‘MUTT
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Governor Wilson, come on down
Last Friday the Mass Communications Department had the
distinct pleasure of playing host
to Geraldo Rivera.
While listening to the lively
Geraldo banter in my human
ecology class, a girl named Eva
turned to me and asked, "Dave,
why did you guys invite him in
the first place? Why couldn’t we
have invited someone like Pete
Wilson instead?"
Those of us who had arrived
to class early thought she had a
damn good idea and immediately began expanding on her suggestion.
Gov. Pete Wilson, on behalf of
the early birds in Dr. Klee’s 830
Human Ecology class (and especially Eva), consider this our formal invitation tp not only visit
our fair campus but also to participate in our biannual ritual
known as registration.
Wouldn’t it be nice if you
could experience fully the environment you and your minions
in Sacramento have created with
every fee increase and budget
cut you’ve made in the last couple of years?
Wouldn’t you sleep better at
nig’, with the knowledge that
you actually met and talked with
the people your decisions are
affecting? Perhaps we should
also invite Chancellor Munitz to
come along. After all, he should
probably take some of the blame
as well.
Now to be fair Mr. Wilson,
you can register as a political science major rather than having
to try and get into one of our
impacted departments. You will
have to take at least 12 units
you might want to try and to get
into a general education math
or English course, if you feel
especially lucky.
Since politicians are always
saying they’re underpaid, you
might want to apply for financial
aid early. Don t worry, you’re
probably used to the paperwork
you’ll have to fill out while waiting in an endless line. Being governor of California, you should
feel right at home.

If you really want to fit in with
most students on campus, keep
your day job in Sacramento and
commute to school. Of course
you’ll need to shell out another
$86 for a permit that allows you
to look for a parking space in
one of our many spacious
garages. You might want to bring
a pocket full of quarters to feed
the parking meters on the rare
occasions when there are no
parking spaces. Parking is
rumored to be difficult the first
few weeks so plan on arriving
the day before your class so that
you’re guaranteed a parking
space.

’When was the last
time a politician,
making the tough
decisions, cared
enough to at least
listen to the
concerns of the
people who have
to live with those
decisions?’
Now if you want to get a feel
for just how "affordable" education really is, take a trip through
our bookstore.
In truth Pete, I doubt we’ll
ever hear from you or from any
member of the State Congress
(or CSU Board of Trustees for
that matter) let alone see you
taking an honest look at the
CSU system.
In the spirit of fair play,
wouldn’t it be nice if those making the decisions that affect us
would pay us a visit every once in
awhile?
Yet every semester about this
time when students start registering for classes they once again
will feel the consequences of
decisions over which they have
little or no control.

DAVE
MARSHA’’,

WRITER’S BLOOti.

In fairness, it’s not all your
fault, Pete. Students are just as
guilty because we have let our
leaders do this to us without
demanding that they look at our
situation more closely.
When fires began destroying
large portions of Southern California, Governor Wilson immediately hopped in a helicopter
and toured the area to see what
the disaster looked like.
When was the last time anyone saw a helicopter buzzing
around San Jose State?
No one can deny the CSU systern is in dire need, but when
was the last time anyone came
down and talked to those who
experience the CSU system first
hand each and every day?
Our politicians should not
only be talking to students but
also to the hard working professors who do their damnedest to
give us a good education with an
ever-shrinking budget.
When was the last time a
politician, making the tough
decisions, cared enough to at
least listen to the concerns of the
people who have to live with
those decisions?
Perhaps we should all mail a
photocopy of our registration
forms along with the bills that
come with them to Pete. Maybe
then we’ll get somebody’s attention in Sacramento and students
will feel the courage do more
than complain and whine about
conditions in the California
CSU’s.
Unfortunately, I don’t think it
will happen any time soon unless
students go beyond bitching and
start demanding that those in
power listen to them.
Dave Marshall is a Daily
staff columnist. His column
appears every other Thursday.

SJSU bureaucrats, I thank you
I just want to take a minute to
thank SJSU bureaucracy
Because the winter session
schedules came out so close to
registration my roommate cannot graduate. She had her
schedule worked out so she
could take a winter class and 18
units the following semester to
graduate in May.
Luckily, for me, none of her
classes were offered this winter.
Since the summer schedules
will not be out until mid-March
she does not know if any of her
remaining courses will be
offered.
She has to register for the
spring semester not knowing if
any of the courses can be taken
during the summer.
This is good news for me. I
won’t have to look for another
roommate, pay another deposit,
move my furniture or learn a
new phone number.

SJSU needs to find a way to
coordinate the winter and summer session class schedules earlier. Students need to know which
courses will be offered during
the limited sessions before they
schedule courses during the fall
and spring semesters.
Marilyn Radisch, director of
Registration and Assessment,
said the departments do not start
planning for the winter session
until enrollment for the fall is
determined. She also said they
cannot ask teachers to come in
during the summer to work on
scheduling.
I am not asking teachers to
work during the summer. That is
another opinion for some other
day.
Enrollment in short session
courses should be tracked. The
popularity can designate it as a
course to be offered every winter
or summer sessions.
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Students would then know
what classes to expect and could
work out a schedule in advance.
There is enough stress in college
without worrying when your last
course will be offered.
A little diversity between the
departments would be nice too.
Communications and science
majors need to graduate just as
much as business students.
I would thank the bureaucrats
if they offered the rest of us a
course during winter and sumNicole Martin is a
Daily staff writer

America is
constantly
changing.
We’ve moved
from
away
traditional
family values,
whatever
those are, and forged our way toward our own
individual values and beliefs.
In our pursuit to seek complete individual
freedom, a lot of great things have happened
within the past few decades. Racial issues are no
longer swept under the carpet Women are at
least beginning to be recognized as viable contributors to the work force. And much has
been done to address the issues of the homeless in our nation.
What confuses me is that despite these obvious accomplishments, I wonder if our newly
defined value system compromises our human
worth.
Morality, from what I understand of it, has
traditionally been the standard that separates
us from animals. Today, we understand morality to be subjective. Mat may be considered
immoral for you may not be immoral for me.
We adamantly defend our right to choose
our lifestyles with an almost televangelical fervor. This is a good thing. But do we take it to an
unreasonable extreme? Are all of our expressions of individual uniqueness, whether considered moral or immoral, good for our mental health?
Are morals based on absolute truth or subjectivity?
Morality must be based on absolute truth
because we know that issues such as child
molestation and murder are immoral. What
would be the extreme logical conclusion of a
society void of moral absolutes?
If morals are relative then child molestation
shouldn’t be a crime. Having sex with children
could be an educational experience for both
adult and child.
If there are no moral absolutes then
pedophiles must not be sick individuals, rather
they must be brave men and women who dare
to explore the social or religious taboos of
today for the noble purpose of advancing
mankind.
Sexually abused children should not have to
suffer negative psychological effects. If morality is relative, then sexually-abused children
haven’t been betrayed, therefore they
shouldn’t be referred to as "abused."
Psychologists, for that matter, are not necessary. If morality is relative, then there shouldn’t
be any negative consequences to wrong choices, simply because wrong choices do notiM
What about murder? A serial killer may have
his own value system he bases his violent tendencies on. Though murder may be immoral
to some people, it may not be immoral to him.
We know murder is wrong. If wrong choices
exist, then there must be a difference between
right and wrong.We also know that sexuallyabused children do suffer from psychological
scarring, brought on by the wrong choices of
an offender.
If this is true then there must be a standard
that we can base moral absolutes on. The big
question is, what are those standards?
Pat Matta is a
Daily staff writer

Letter to the Editor
Keep us informed
Editor
In the Spring Schedule of Classes 1993 it
was reported that in the Crime Statistics for the
University Community two rapes were recorded for 1992. It is amazing that just in October
alone two attempts of sexual assaults have
already taken place on our campus. I feel by
the end of the year statistics on rape will
increase.
I am writing in response to the Oct. 21 article, "Composite of Attacker Released." and the
Oct. 19 article, "Resident assaulted at Allen
Hall."
I am shocked that the two sexual assault
incidents, prior to the assault of the Allen Hall
resident, were not reported in the Daily earlier. I feel that any attempts of sexual assaults
should be reported in the Daily. Students
should know everything that goes on in this
campus, whether it is of a positive or negative
aspect
If there is a man sexually assaulting a
women, I would like to know immediately,
before I become one of his victims. I rely on
the Spartan Daily to keep me informed at all
times about everything that concerns myself
and others.
Also I feel that this topic is too important
and shouldn’t be placed on the back page of
the newspaper, as was the first story. It deserves
to be on the front page where it grabs our
attention the most.
I sympathize on what happened to Holly
Fisk and I’m glad she wasn’t hurt in any way. I
commend her for her courage to come forward with her story. I just hope from now on
the Spartan Daily can better inform us of any
incidents that may concern the students.
Marilou Panganiban
junior, advertising
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SpartaGuide
The San Jose State calendar
TODAY
BETA AU3HA Psi: Tax Tips for Job
Hunters; 12:30 - 2:30 p.m.;
Costanoan Room; Call Jennifer
at 241-1692
BSU: Block Talk Forum Black
Men and the Law; 6 p.m.; Student Union; Multicultural Center;
Call Kofi Weusi-Paryear at 9246240
CAREER PLANNING PLACEMENT:
Tax Tips for Job Hunter; 12:30
p.m.; Student Union; Almaden
Room; Call Career Resource
Center at 924-6033
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY THE NEWMAN COMMUNITY:
Hungerfest ’93 - Resource Faire;
10 a.m. - 2 p.m.; Student Union,
Call Ginny at 298-0204
CHINESE CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP:
Prayer Meeting; 8 p.m.; Bassy’s
Residence; Call Wingfield Liu at
252-6876
GALA: Meeting; 4:30 - 6:30
p.m.; Guadalupe Room; Call
22362002
HISPANIC BUSINESS ASSOCIATION: HBA vs. CALMECA "Pictionary;" 5:30 p.m.; Student
Union; Almaden Room; Call Laurie at 25 1-1 152
’AMINO HOUR- LIVE INDONESIAN MUSIC: Gamelan Ensemble; 12:30 - 1:15 p.m.; Music
Building Concert Hall; Call Joan
Stubble at 924-4631
LLD STUDENT ASSOCIATION:
Guest Speaker Series - Dr.,
Joseph Greenberg; 4 p.m.; Student Union, Almaden Room; Call
Fred at 252-6083
METEOROLOGY DEPARTMENT:
Meteorological and Photochemical Modeling at the Bay Area
Air Quality Management District;
noon; Call Del at 924-5200
RECREATION ’97 GRouP: Casino
Night for volunteer and sponsorship drive for Retirement Center
in Santa Cruz; 6 - 8 p.m.; Call
John Ornellas at 971-3522
RECREATION AND LEISURE DEPARTMENT: Lutheran Youth Harvest
Festival; 7 - 9 p.m.; Christian
Good Shepard Lutheran Church;
1550 Meridian Avenue; Call
Scott at 924-8303
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY THEATRE: "The Darkest Part of the
Shadow," by David Scott; 8
p.m.; Hugh Gillis Hall Studio Theatre; Call the Box Office at 9244555
STUDENT HEALTH SERVICES: Great
American Smokeout (GAS); 9
a.m. - 4 p.m.; Student Union in
front of A.S. Business Office; Call
Oscar Battle, Jr. at 924-6117

wood 6; 3 p.m. Engineering
Auditorium 189, Call Ronnie
Kwong at 259-9134
CHINESE CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP:
Music Day (Special); 2:30 p.m.;
Student Union; Guadalupe
Room; Call Wingfield at 2526876
JEWISH CAMPUS OUTREACH:
Shabbas Dinner at the Vogal’s;
4:15 p.m.; 1281 Juli Lynn Dr. in
Almaden; Call Ester Riva Kokin
at 263-3246
LATTER DAY SAINT STUDENT
ASSOCIAlION: Video Presentation
"Family First;" 12:30 p.m.; Lassa
Student Center, 66 So. Seventh
St; Call 2863313
LLD STUDENT ASSOCIATION:
Guest Speaker Series - Dr.,
Joseph Greenberg; 4 p.m.; Student Union, Almaden Room; Call
Fred at 252-6083
MUSUM STUDENT ASSOCIATION:
"Juma’a Prayer," 1:00-1:30p.m.,
Student Union, Costanoan
Room. Every Friday until the end
of semester
PHILOSOPHY DEPARTMENT: Professor T. Leddy; "Aesthetics of
Everyday Surface Qualities;"
3:30 - 5 p.m.; Student Union,
Costanoan Room; Call Professor
S.V. Harwood at 924-4519
RECREATION ’97 GROUP PROJECT: Casino Night Volunteers; 6
- 8 p.m.; Call John Ornellas at
971-3522
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY THEATRE: "The Darkest Part of the
Shadow," by David Scott; 12:30
p.m. and 8 p.m.; Hugh Gillis
Hall Studio Theatre; Call the Box
Office at 924-4555
SIKH STUDENTS ASSOCIATION:
General Meeting; 12:30 - 1:30
p.m.; Student Union, Guadalupe
Room; Call Par Vinder at 9248736

SATURDAY

(20)

SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY THEATRE: "The Darkest Part of the
Shadow," by David Scott; 8
p.m.; Hugh Gillis Hall Studio The
atre; Calf the Box Office at 9244555

SUNDAY

(21)

BILLY DEFRANK LESBIAN AND
GAY COMMUNITY CENTER: Robert
Coffman reads Truman Capotes
"The Thanksgiving Visitor"; 7
p.m.; DeFrank Community Center; Call 293-2429
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY THE NEWMAN COMMUNITy: Sunday Mass, 6 and 8 p.m.; St.
Joseph’s Cathedral; San Fernando and Market Streets; Call
Father Mork at 298-0204
(19)
Nu LAMBDA
Manrisa beach
ANittumcs: Record of Lodos environmental awareness day, 1
War 12, 13/ Giant Robo 2/ - 4 p.m.; Manrisa Beach, Santa
Pattabor 15-18/ Here is Green- Cruz; Call Amid l at 737-1351
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Quintuplets born in San Diego
SAN DIEGO (AP)

Doctors

won’t know for about a month
whether all five quintuplets born
in a San Diego hospital will survive, or whether any will have
long-term neurological lung
damage.
The three girls and two boys
ranged in weight from just
under 2 pounds to 2 pounds, 4
ounces. They were born to parents Celina and Cesar Acosta
within a span of three minutes
Tuesday.
They are the second set of
quintuplets born in San Diego
and the first in a decade. All five
were on respirators after their
birth at the University of California, San Diego, Medical Center.
The Acostas named the

babies Celina, Mariafernanda,
Cesar, Ivan and Mariela.
It is unclear how the medical
bills will be paid. They could easily top $700,(X)0, hospital officials
said.The 30-year-old mother is a
resident of Mexicali, Mexico,
who is visiting the United States
legally on a passport, said Dr.
Thomas Moore, who headed the
delivery team.
A UCSD spokeswoman said
she thought the Acostas had
been living in the San Diego
area for at least a month.
Hospital financial counselors
are trying to determine if the
family can afford to pay some of
the bills or whether they are eligible for county help, or state
and federal MediCal program.

FDA approves breast
cancer trial of RU-486 at
California Hospital
LONG BEACH (AP) The
U.S. Food and Drug Administration has approved a clinical trial
of the French abortion pill RU486 to treat women with
advanced breast cancer at a
Southern California Hospital.
The Breast Center and Cancer Institute at Long Beach
Memorial Medical Center is
seeking 40 women with metastatic breast cancer which has
spread beyond the breast for
the trial.
Those chosen will have previously responded to some form of
hormonal cancer treatment,
center director Dr. John Link
said Wednesday.
RU-486 is used in Europe for
early pregnancy abortions hut
hasn’t been approved for that
use in the United States. Abortion pill studies are under way in
Portland, Ore., and other cities
under the auspices of the New
York-based Population Council.
RU-486, or mifepristone, is in
a class of drugs called antiprogestins.
Antiprogestins work by blocking the action of progesterone, a
natural steroid hormone essential for maintaining pregnancy.
When used in combination with
another
hormone,
prostaglandin, the drugs cause
an embryo to be expelled from
the uterus.Over the past Year, the
Breast Center has used RU-486
to treat three women with
metastatic breast cancer, but the
hospital needed case-by-case
approval from its own research
board, the FDA and the drug
maker, Roussel-Uclaf.
The FDA approved the Long
Beach trial several weeks ago,
and the research hoard granted
its approval this week, Link said.
Of the three breast cancer
patients who have used RU-486
as part of their hormonal therapy at the center, one responded,
one showed no response and
treatment of a third was canceled because she developed a
severe skin rash, Link said.
In general, only half of
advanced breast cancer patients
respond to hormonal theiapy,
which can include removal of
the ovaries or use of the hormone drug tamoxifen, Link said.

RU-486 works in breast cancers that contain a progesterone
receptor, flICal itig ill such cases
the drug goes into the cancer
cells themselves mid tun is oil the
mechanism that causes them to
divide, Link said.
Tests indicate RU-486 produces side effects that are much
milder than chemotherapy, Link
said. Those side effects may
include nausea, vomiting, fatigue
and rashes.
"Along with tamoxifen, we
hope that this will he the best
agent that oncologists have to
treat breast cancer," Link said.
"This could add a second drug
that will be extremely helpful."
Asked how the so-called
"abortion pill- also could have a
curative effect, Link replied: "I
frankly don’t know. This class of
drug has been looked at by drug
companies for a variety of uses."
Roussel-Uclaf did not promote RU-486 in the U.S. during
the Reagan and Bush administrations.
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CDC panel alerts
hospitals to threat
of antibioticresistant germs
ATLANTA (AP) U.S. hospitals must do a better job of
detecting and controlling antibiotic-resistant germs to slow an
increase in untreatable infections, a federal panel said Tuesday.
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s advisory’
panel on hospital infection control said it will advise hospitals
how to reduce infections that
resist all antibiotics.
Antibiotic resistance is not a
new problem.
But authorities are worried
about the emergence of highly
resistant bacteria that cause
severe, often fatal blood infections.
Because such infections no
longer respond to antibiotics.
nearly 40 percent of the hospital
patients who get them die.
"Until you control the ICU
the mother of evil when it
you’re
comes to these germs
not likely to exterminate them,"
said Dr.’ Donald Goldmann, a
panel member.
-Early detection is absolutely
key. Hospitals need to be far
more aggressive about routinely
looking for these (germs)," said
Goldmann, who is medical
director at Children’s Hospital
in Boston.
-There’s going to need to be
a lot of discussion on how much
you should clean, how much
you shouldn’t clean, how strict
you have to be about gloves,
how much this should he a military procedure," Goldmann
said.
Hospitals are supportive of
the CDC’s effort to reduce infections, but they’ want more funding to help, said Gina Pugliese,
director of infection control for
the American Hospital Association in Chicago.
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(Instructionally Related Activities)

Initiative
... Ballot Issue ...

Shall the current I.R.A. fee of $20
be increased
to a total of $50 per semester?

ri&
Associated Students

SPECIAL ELECTION
November 17& 18
Poll Locations
Clark Library
Student Union
Spartan Complex Breezeway

Times
9:00am - 8:00pm
9:00am - 8:00pm
9:00am - 2:30pm

Required I.D.: Current SOU I.D. and Enrollment Confirmation Card
Election funded by Ar Associated Students
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SJSU fastbreaks into the season

Read about the worst seats
in Spartan Stadium
tomorrow in Sports!

BY &vat t011011

sPartuipaii. sun Wine,

After finishing last war with a
5-21, 4-14 record, the SJSU
women’s basketball team set a
goal to make it to the Big West
Tournament this year. The goal
was accomplished before the season started.
According to Lawrence Fan,
SISU sports information director,
the Big West conference voted
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last spring to allow all 10 women
basketball teams to advance to
the postseason tournament. In
previous seasons, the top eight
teams in the conference went to
the tournament.
With last year’s goal already
accomplished, Head Coach
Karen Smith is looking for more
from her team.
"I want to see our team move
up to at least the middle of the
Big West Conference going into
the tournament," Smith said.
If the team goes into the tournament ranked three or four in
the Big West, SJSU has a good
chance to win it, she said.
The Spartans finished last season tied for eighth in the conference ysith Nevada. Because Nevada beat the Spartans during the
season, the Wolf Pack earned the
last spot in the tournament.
The Spartans have nine
returning players and added five
newcomers.
"Bringing in five new students
has really helped because they
fill in the gaps of the holes from
last year, especially at the inside
positions" Smith said.
With Shemekia Brown and
LaDonna Irving returning and
with the additions of Danielle
Mirante and Shannon Wooten,
this year’s inside game turned
from a weakness last year to a
plus this year, she said.
"This is the first year since I’ve
been here with this many new
people coming in," said senior
forward Hulett Brooks. ’This
helps because they bring in a dif-

ferent attitude and it helps get
rid of the old attitude of losing."
Brooks, a Second-team All-Big
West Conference selection last
year, will play an important part
to the teams success this year,
according to Smith.
"Her role is leadership as well
as being our scorer," Smith said.
"She’s our go to player. She has
to be consistent offensively and
defensively. So far she has done
that"
Brooks feels no pressure
about being a key player on the
team.
"It’s not really pressure
because this year, as compared to
last year, there’s a lot of other
teammates that are stepping up,"
Brooks said. "If the coach needs
me to step up and needs me to
show my leadership skills or pull
the team together at critical
points of a game, then I know I
can do it."
Another element of this year’s
team is speed.
"We’ve added a great deal of
speed to the team this year,"
Smith said. "We lost a senior
point guard, but we’ve added
guards Chrissy Chang and Joi
Turner who are both very athletic and quick."
Chang is a senior transfer student from UC Irvine who was
named to the Big West Conference All-Freshman team in 199091.
Turner is a freshman who
played for St. Bernard High
School in Los Angeles that won
the 1993 State Champions.

will see a great deal of
The team has a positive outtime at the point guard posi- look on the season and are havtion," Smith said. "We only have ing a good time, Smith said.
two point guards and with Chris"I think we need to play
sy injured right now, Joi is going together as a team," Brooks said.
to have to handle that position "Since I’ve been here, coaches
for maybe half the season."
have always stressed playing
Smith is looking forward to together but we really haven t
having Turner help in making done that in the past"
the Spartans a fast breaking team
According to Turner, this
this year.
year’s team has been showing
"It’s my job to get the ball up signs of working together.
the court as fast as I can and
"I think we will do a lot better
inspire the other players to get than last year’s team because
up the court to make the transi- there’s a lot of new talent and we
tion from beini a set team to a work together well as a team,"
she said.
fast break team, Turner said.

Women lose in exhibition
By Jane Monies

Brown gained possession of the
ball and scored bringing it to
In its first game of the sea- 43-52.
Soon after, Finland successson, the Spartan women’s basketball team lost to an aggres- fully made a shot for 3 points at
sive Finish International Team the top of the key putting them
in the lead 43-52.
Tuesday in the Event Center.
The second half continued
Finland dominated the first
half of the exhibition game, with forceful playing from both
leaving the Spartans trailing by sides.
"We weren’t used to playing
three baskets. The first half
ended with Finland in the lead an international team with a
physical playing style," said
32-26.
SJSU came back strong on Head Coach Karen Smith.
The game finished with a
the attack to close the lead.
Guard Dominca McCord suc- close score, but Finland precessful made a 3-point shot, vailed 74-69.
bringing the Spartans to a 29 "We showed alot of heart
32 score.
physically and played better getThe play continued to be ting the jitters out for normal
forceful when Spartan Sharnika season play," Smith said.
Spartan Daity Sufi Writer

Spartans open season with a victory
By Bryan Cotton

Spartan Daily Staff Writer
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The SJSU men’s basketball
team opened up the 1993-94 season with a 68-61 victory over Melbourne Magic in Tuesday night’s
exhibition game at the Event
Center.
With exception of tough
defense and an early 3-0 lead,
the Spartans started off slow
shooting 30.6 percent from the
field in the first half.
"We had good shots in the
first half, we just didn’t make
them," said Head Coach Stan
Morrison.
After trailing 17-23 midway
through the first half, the Spartans went on a 12-4 run to end
the half leading 29-27. The lead
was kept for the remainder of
the game.
’The key elements in the victory was full court pressure,"
Morrison said. "We still have
CHRISTINA HA( N,
1’\I Ti 1TIIE DAILY
things to build on. We haven’t SJSU guard Roy Hammonds, right, takes on players for a layup. The Spartans defeated the Magic 68-61.
put in a lot of things to what of the South East Melbourne Magic as he prepares SJSU faces Gonzaga on Nov. 26-27.
we’re doing because there hasn’t
been enough time."
Morrison also attributes the jumped out and sustained the "It’s always reassuring to know ing scorer in the 1991-92 season
that if (starters) come out of the but missed last year due to an
team’s victory with its second lead."
Eleven people played in Tues- game, we won’t have too many injury.
half play.
Andrew Gardiner also con"Our shot selection was so day night’s game, which allowed let downs."
The bench scored 30 of the tributed with 12 points, while
much better in the second half," the Spartans to use fatigue as an
Roy Hammonds and Darren
Morrison said. "Roy Hammonds, element to win the game, Spartans’ 68 points,
Morrison said he’s not to Greene came off the bench to
Terry Cannon, Jason Allen and according to Morrison.
The other team would get afraid to play the bench. He’s score 12 and 9 points, respectiveDarren Greene all shot well in
tired and our guys were quick to ready to rotate five people at the
the second half."
The Spartans shot 66.7 per- capitalize on that to get easy guard position, three people at
Tuesday night’s victory does
the small forward position, and not count towards the Spartans’
cent from the field in the second plays," he said,
According to Morrison, the two people at both post posi- overall record because it was an
half.
"I think we started pressuring bench will have to be a key de- tions.
exhibition game.
The Spartans were led by Canthe ball a little bit more in the ment in this year’s season.
The Spartans will next meet
"It’s good to have a good non, who scored 14 points and Gonzaga in the Stanford Fry’s
second half," said senior guard
Terry Cannon. ’This created bench, especially with guys who had four assists and three steals.
Invitational tournament on Nov.
Cannon was the team’s lead- 26-27.
easy opportunities and we have experience," Cannon said.

Volleyball team shut out in Big West match
By Erika D. Schuman

Spartan Daily Sidi Writer

The SJSU volleyball team was
shut out 3-0 on Monday night
when it played 10th ranked University of Pacific in the Event
Center.
The Spartans dropped their
Big West Conference record to 79, while the Tigers improved to
11-5.
Charlotte Johansson served
first for UOP only to kill the ball
upon SJSU’s return. The Tigers
scored 6 points right off the bat.
Shane Donnellon served first
for the Spartans when they
scored their first point; but they
were already behind 10-1.
With players from the Tigers
doing sit-ups on the gym floor
between games and time-outs,
UOP’s energy and enthusiasm
could not go unnoticed.
"No one was out there to plaz
our heads just weren’t in it,

outside hitter Donnellon said.
"We were really quiet, not talking
much to each other."
In contrast, UOP could be
heard throughout the
yelling and talking to each otigg
They prevailed over all three
matches, showing superb setting,
passing and blocking skills. They
duped the Spartans with their
drawing (faking out) skills as
well.
Erin Ginney led the Spartans
with eight kills, with Donnellon
and Tanya Hart following close
behind with seven and six kills,
respectively. In addition, Hart
and Donnellon tied for six digs
each.
"They have a real quick
offense," middle blocker Hart
said. ’They were passing well;
and when you can pass well, you
can run a quick offense."
But even with those aggressive
players, the Spartans just could

not gain control in any of the
three games. They lost the first
game 15-6.
The second game started out
strong with Cristin Rossman serving for SJSU and Hart killing the
ball for the first point. Rossman
gained the next two points with
two service aces.
The Spartans only scored 6
more points for the rest of the
game, ending it 15-9, leaving
UOP tip by two games.
"I don’t know if we were mentally prepared to go out and
win," middle blocker Rossman
said. "We weren’t pumped up
from the beginning."
UOP’s Natasha Soltysik served
the first ball of the third game
gaining the first point when
SJSU hit the ball out of bounds,
Outside hitter Sue Choc
scored the second point for SJSU
with her serve; Hart killed the
ball for point number 2.

Rossman’s brutal serve and
Hart’s kill gained the last two
points the Spartans would score
for the night. The match ended
with UOP on top 15-6, 15-9 and
15-5.
"A lot of it is my fault," Head
Coach Craig Choate said. "I
downplayed this game because
we were not expected to win
UOP is ranked 10th in the
nation."
According to Choate, if the
Spartans win two of the three
upcoming matches, they have a
good chance to go to the playoffs.
They play Cal State Fullerton
on Friday, Cal State Northridge
on Saturday and Nevada on
Tuesday.
"We should beat Fullerton;
Cal State Northridge is a coin
toss; and it will be a close game
a war with Nevada," Choate
said.
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Evaluations
From page I
service,
professional activities and overall employment record.
In order to receive tenure, a faculty
member must make a good showing in
two primary areas
effectiveness in academic assignment and scholarly, professional or creative achievement.
Faculty are reviewed by three committees and must receive recommendations
from the dean of the college and the associate vice president of faculty affairs before
the president makes the final decision to
grant or deny tenure.
Included under academic assignment
are committee service, student advising,
and teaching effectiveness, which is measured partly by student evaluations.
Associate professor Paul Douglas of the
English department thinks the questions
asked on the evaluations could be
reviewed to see if they might not reveal a
higher quality of information.
"I think it s essential that students be
asked (to evaluate teachers)," Douglas
said.
Associate professor Carol Ray of the
sociology department, now in her fifth
semester, wants students to take the evaluations seriously and read the questions
carefully.
"For those of us on track, who don’t
have tenure, student evaluations make all
the difference in the world," Ray said.
Ray believes the people in power, those
responsible for retention, promotion and
tenure, really pay attention to the student
evaluations. She said they help keep the
faculty on their toes. She also believes

Wasting her ballot

instructors who pay attention to the evaluations can improve their teaching.
Regular full-time faculty on the tenure
track are required to have SOTEs for at
least two classes pet semester.
The optional evaluations vary from one
department to another and may not be
used in any given case.
Associate professor Doug Sinton of the
meteorology department is up for tenure
this year.
He sees a down side to the evaluations,
observing there is a positive correlation
between good grades and good SOTEs.
He said this is noted in the Retention,
Tenure and Promotion guidelines.
"I think it’s only human nature that if
the SOTEs have an impact on your job
security, you’re going to do what you can
to improve them," Sinton said. "If you give
higher grades, you may get higher SOTEs.
There can be a tendency to grade more
leniently because your job may depend on
it."
According to Simon the faculty affairs
office tries to take this into account and
remove the bias related to grades. Faculty
are required to list the GPA of the classes
with the evaluations.
Scholastic honor fraternity Tau Delta
Phi periodically publishes compilations of
student evaluations called the Tower List.
Copies of evaluations for all departments
for ’84, ’86 and for engineering for ’87
can be consulted in the Spartan Shops
bookstore.
The evaluations for ’91-’92 are due to
go to press soon and should be available
in the bookstore next semester.

’F 41(0ENFELP’4FARTAN ()si( )
Kari Steele, a freshman human performance major, casts her vote in the IRA fee election as League of Women Voter’s
volunteer Ellen McIntosh looks on. The special election will end today.

Studies: Hearings continue today
From page I

the program will offer "something
real.
Padellan, along with Dwayne
’The purpose of ethnic studies, its
Hearn, a graduate student in commu- history, was never intended to simply
nications, drew up the student resolu- bring in ethnic students and give them
tion which states among several objec- comfort and security," Professor Cartives "Racism and other forms of dis- rasco told the board.
"It was intended to educate the
crimination conflict with ideals of
democracy, freedom, and equality to white students on this campus who
were interested in being police offiwhich the University aspires.
Padellan told the representatives cers, teachers and having a position in
that minorities have made a tremen- other professional occupations. The
dous contribution to American society, intention was for sensitivity and underand by the year 2000 ethnic minorities standing."
Immediately following the five invitwill become the majority. She also stated a few objectives from the resolution ed speaker presentations, public speakthe current cultural pluralism prac- ers hammered more viewpoints onto
ticed at SJSU does not focus specifical- the restrained board, who at times
ly on people of color, people who have resembled bored members at a city
been systematically oppressed by the council meeting.
government.
Angry and frustrated student speak"1 felt good about today’s hearing, ers generated audience involvement
listening to all the opinions favoring us with presentations demanding the
and the two speakers who didn’t fully board enforce some kind of ethnic
favor our proposal," Padellan said after studies graduation requirement.
Other students adhered to the fact
yesterday’s hearing.
Professor of Mexican-American minorities will soon be the majority’.
They mentioned a high college
Studies, Jose Carrasco, was invited to
the hearing to represent himself. dropout rate among African-AmeriWhile he supports the idea of an eth- cans.
In addition, they said race differnic studies requirement, he wants to
establish a program to benefit every- ences are not applied in the classroom
on a day-to-day basis. Rather they are
one.
Carrasco said bringing ethnic treated as lessons students are forced
groups together will not necessarily to learn.
The board asked speakers questions
bring understanding.
The question he raised was whether about their statements.

Crime
From page I
University Police Richard Abeyta to see
what can be done about the situation.
"It’s a difficult time to try and work
through this ... (UPD’s) staff is stretched
thin and (state) funding is unpredictable
for next year," gassing said.
Lowe said UPD has a history of active
crime prevention he would like to see
continued.

According to Lowe, having more
police officers on the force would enable
UPD to get more involved in preventative
policing.
In addition to the 44 assaults during
1993, SJSU also recorded two rapes, one
attempted rape, two robberies, 27 burglaries, 335 larceny thefts and 11 stolen
cars. To (late in 19)3. I ’PD has made 668
arrests.

FDA approves sale of new growth hormone
WASHING FON (AP) The Food
and Drug Administration approved the
sale of a new growth hormone Wednes&ay-for-children with a severe kidney disease that retards their normal growth.
Some 3,000 children are afflicted by
chronic renal insufficiency.
These children could benefit from the
drug, Nutropin, made by the Genentech,
Inc.
In clinical trials, 65 percent of children

who took Nutropin for two years achieved
normal height; 91 percent of children
treated for at least three years were in the
normal range, the company said.
Jim Weiss. a spokesman for Genentech
in South San Francisco said no price had
been set for Nutropin, which will be available through pediatric kidney specialists
by year’s end.
Weiss said Genentech charges $18,000
a year for a similar drug, Protropin.
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Many representatives asked students
whether they had taken cultural pluralism classes and if they received educational enlightenment from them.
Seven of the 10 speakers said they had
not learned much in these classes.
KOS Weusi-Puryear, student senator
for the Academic Senate, said today’s
hearing will follow the same format as
Wednesday’s, though there will be
more invited student speakers.
The open hearings will help the
UCRC give a report to the Academic
Senate, a policy-making board made
up of faculty, staff and students who
will advise SJSU President J. Handel
Evans on whether the student resolution should be instituted as a university bylaw.
Evans was out of town yesterday and
is not scheduled to attend today’s
meeting.

Sony Places
An Entire Library In The
Palm Of Your Hand,

oston
$179
Mexico City
Frankfurt
London
Paris
Tokyo
Hong Kong
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the good

GET 90 DAYS SAME
AS CASH - AUTOMATICALLY,
every time you use THEGOOD GUYS’ Preferred
Customer Charge Card’ No minimum purchase.
Maim no payments for 90 days. See store tor details
SAN RIMMISCO
2675 Geary Blvd (415) 202.0220
1400 Van Ness at Bush (415) 775-9323
(46 Serramonte Center (415) 301-6655
Stonestovm Oallerla
3201 20th Ave (415) 731.3700
NEW 2461 Shattuck Ave 010) 844-2233
Man 1280 Willow Pass Rd (510) 676.9300
MI MANNA 301 Code Madera ’Town Center (415)

EMERYVILLE 5800 Christie Ave
FAIRFI(LD 1350 Gateway Blvd

the good guys
AUDIO! VIDEO SPECIALISTS
15101 547 6300
1707) 428 4800

HAMM 664 Southland Mall (510) 887 7600

SAN AME
BLOSSOM HILL 5353 Almaden E tem
(408) 978 6684

EASTRIDOEIVEROREEN
1960 Tully Rd (408) 274 1062
924 7007

goys!

SAN INAR8
C:arnino Real (415) 574 5100
SANTA CLARA 3149 Stevens Creek Blvd 40131 554 9700
SANTA ROSA 1331 Guemeville Rd 1707) 579 9494
SIMIRMALE 1247 W El Cammo Real (415) 962 0101
WSW anee 2044 Mount Diablo Blvd 1510) 933 1800
2727 EL

THE 0000 GUYS% Inc
PrIces good through 111643

421903

campus recreation

46

WITH NO ANNUAL
FEE
AND A fb000
YOu (AN KISS ALL
THOSE
EXtENSIVE OROS

MEMBER , pitioVUS NETWORK
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CREDIT LINE,
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If YOU DON’T 60T IT,
GET IT!
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0 Israeli soldier
killed; positions
harden on both
sides over violence
NAHAL OZ, Occupied Gaza
Strip (AP) - A Palestinian
stabbed to death an Israeli soldier today as troop reinforcements were moved into the
occupied territories to contain
the growing violence.
Twenty-four Palestinians and
nine Israelis have been killed
since the Israel-PLO accord was
signed Sept. 13, and the latest
flareup is threatening to erode
support for the peace talks.
The escalation comes at a
time when Israeli and Palestinian negotiators report progress
in the Cairo talks on implementing the autonomy agreement. Self-rule is to begin in
mid-April in Gaza and the West
Bank town ofJericho.
Prime
Minister Yitzhak
Rabin, visiting Canada, said the
attacks would not sway Israel
from the peace talks. He called
on Israelis to be on the alert for

World Events

further attacks.
"With all of the pain and sorrow, we will continue with the
negotiations, and we will fight
terror," Rabin said on army
radio. "This terror wants to kill
Israelis and kill the peace
process."

.U.N. officials,
residents react
cautiously to end
of Aidid hunt
MOGADISHU, Somalia (AP)
- U.N. officials said Wednesday
that a Security Council resolution calling off the search for
Gen. Mohamed Farrah Aidid
could lead to national reconciliation talks.
The United Nations issued
an arrest warrant for Aidid in
June, after his men were blamed
for the deaths of 24 Pakistani
soldiers. The warrant was effectively suspended after a battle
on Oct. 3 in which 18 American
soldiers and more than 300
Somalis were killed.

The Security Council voted
Tuesday night to officially suspend the warrant. The vote
appeared to be an admission
that a political solution in Somalia would probably have to
include Aidid and his clan-based
Somali National Alliance.
The Security Council also
voted to launch a new inquiry
into attacks on U.N. peacekeepers in Somalia, even though
Aidid has been blamed for
many of them. It also suggested
the possible release of 35 Aidid
supporters.

Beijing university
teacher stages protest
for academic freedom
BEIJING (AP) - A Beijing
University teacher staged a campus sit-in Wednesday to protest
political interference with academic freedom at the nation’s
most prestigious school, a Chinese source said.
After the 2 1/2-hour protest,
Yuan Hongbing read a two-page
letter before a meeting of the
university’s law department, acc-

SHERATON SAN JOSE Is nav lirIng:
Bellperson/driver - FIT. Mon. -Fn.
Swing shift. *Cocktail server- P/T.
Applications accepted at 1801
Barber Lane, Milpitas. E.O.E.

FAST FOOD - NOT FAT FOOD!
Pasta Mia is currently seeking
outgoing, friendly people with
cashier and/or cook experience to
ANNOUNCEMENTS join us on the cutting edge of
the 90’s health revolution.
100% PURE ADRENAUNE III!!! Contact Dave between 3-5pm.
Experience the thrill of free falling at 435-7300 for further info.
from 10,000 feet at the Bay Area’s
only skydiving center. Come join us TYPIST NEEDED. OAR TLESDAYS
for a tandem jump and enjoy your 4-9 p.m. only. Must type 75 WPM
first skydive with only 45 minutes & have excellent English, grammar
of training. For the true thrill seek- & spelling skills. 408-2807203.
er, try an accelerated freefall
course and find yourself on the AEROBIC
SUPERVISOR
fastest road to becoming a needed to coordinate on-campus
certified skydver. starting with a six SpartAerobics program. Teaching
hour class and a mile long freefall experience and aerobics
the same day. Videos of your jump certification required. Prefer
also available. Owned and operat- Recreation and Leisure Studies
ed by SJSU students and grads. or HUP major. 20-25 hrs/wk.
For more info call (510)634-7575. Pick up applications in the
Student Activities & Services
FUND RAISER.
office (next to the pub) or call
Raise $500. in 5 days. Groups,
924-5950. Apply by 11/19/93.
Clubs, motivated
Training begins 12/08/93
1-8006556935 ext.101.
TELEPHONE SALES PIT, 5 9pm.
WANTED: Psychology Volunteers Raise money for AIDS Awareness
Reach out 4 hours per week as a Festival. Part-time and flexible.
Community Friend. providing social 25% commission, paid weekly. No
support to those who endure experience needed. Please call
mental illness. We train. Call Dave at (408)526-2360.
(408) 436-0606.
EARN UP TO $10.00 AN HOUR!
NEW STUDENT DENTAL PLAN:
By being a waitperson, busser,
Office visas and x-rays no charge. cashier or host. Come appy in
SAVE MONEY and your teeth.
person at Klkususki. 1187B
Enroll now!
Saratoga-Sunnyvale Rd. San Jose.
For brochure see A.S. Office or
call (800)655-3225.
BILINGUAL JAPANESE? We
urgently seek bilingual Japanese
MODEL SEARCH MAGAZINE staff to assist with computer SW
You need exposure to succeed in translations. Send resume, in
MODEUNG. Now you can put your English, to SimulTrans. 145
photo and information in front Addison Am, Palo Alto, CA 94301.
of 100’s of the top advertising
agencies NATIONWIDE! Your WANTED: PART TIME STUDENT
chance to be seen!!! Call TOM for potentially high paying job on
for details. (408) 2449737.
campus. Candidate should be self
starter. highly motivated, good with
people and organized. Call 806
AUTOMOTIVE
626-3626.
AUTO INSURANCE
SPORTS AND FITNESS
Campus Insurance Service
Immediate openings!
Special Student Programs
(408) 554-9451.
Serving SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
SMALL
WORLD SCHOOLS.
"Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers"
Now hiring teachers & substitutes
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student" "Famtly Multicar" for school age chid care programs
and preschool programs. Teachers
CALL TODAY 296-5270
and subs must have minimum 6
FREE QUOTE
units in education, recreation, or
NO HASSLE
child development. Full and part
NO OBUGATION
time shifts job sharing and flexiAlso open Saturdays 9-2.
ble hours for students. $6. - $8.
1150.00 STUDENT DISCOUNT! per hour. Medical, dental, and eye
ASTORIA INSURANCE BROKERAGE Care benefits for 30+ hours weekAuto. Jet Ski. Motorcycle, ly. Great job for male or female
Boat, Home owners Insurance. students. Call 408/257-7320.
"Alumni" serving "Students"
...Talk to me, I’ll help you. RECEPTIONIST
DUI? Accidents? Suspended Lic? Olsten Staffing Services is looking
Call me. (Don) 408-247-3734. d a receptionist to work in San Jose.
Very flexible hours. Candidates
Open on Sat/Sun with appt. only.
with the following, please apply.
Ability to answer busy phones.
Easygoing personality.
ELECTRONICS
* Self Starter.
Customer Service skills.
OUALITY USED IBM COMPA1BLI3
286/386/486 Great Low Prices This is an excellent opportunity to
get exposure to a sales & human
Complete Systems / Warranty
resource oriented environment.
Call 1400400-2007.
Please apply M-F between 9a.m.
and 3p.m.
FOR SALE
Olsten Staffing Services
ROYAL-TREK INTERNATIONAL 3550 Stevens Creek #120
presents fine fragrances from Paris San Jose, CA 95117. 246-4220.
Perfumes. Versions of Chanel No 5,
COUNSELOR / DIRECT CARE
Obsession, Opium, Beautiful, Joy.
staff to work with D.D. adults
Eternity, Shalimar, Oscar de la
in a residential setting.
Renta, Red. Giorgio, Poison, White
$6.00/hr. 510226.0505.
Linen. Pssion, L’Air du Temps,
Holston, Samsara, Realities,
Spellbound, Escape & Lauren. CRUSE SHIPS HIRING Earn up to
1/2 oz. - $15./bottle, 1 oz.420. $2,000.+/mo. on Cruise ships or
bottle. Great for yourself or gift Land-Tour companies. World travel.
giving.All perfumes guaranteed Summer & Full-time employment
to your satisfaction, We challenge available. No exp. necessary. For
you to tell the difference from the Info call 1-206-634-0468 ext.
original. To order, send your check C6041.
with sales tax, add $3.00 shipping
to: Royal-Trek Intl. 433W. Allen DELIVERY TAKEOUT TAXI
Unit 102. San Dimas, CA 91773. The perfect college job!
We deliver dinner from the
(800)876-1668.
area’s favorite restaurants.
You can expect to earn at
least $9.00 per hour. Jobs
HELP WANTED
available in South San Jose
STUDENT UNION INFORMATION and Cupertino. Requirements:
center is accepting applica- Clean D.M.V., own car, insurance.
tions for a position available neat appearance & good attitude.
Flexible Evening Hours
in January ’94. Contact the
Student Union Director’s Good Environment
Cash Tips daily
Office, Mon. -Fri.. 8am. - 5pm.
Call today 369-9400.
REED’S SPORT SHOP looking for
retail sales: ski -bike -gun dept. POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE!
Also looking for experienced Many positions. Great benefits.
cashiers. Contact Jim 9264020. Call 1-800-43034365 ext. P.3310.
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ording to the source, who spoke
on condition of anonymity.
Although the police presence
on and around campus was
heightened, they didn’t interfere with his activity.
Such public protests have
been rare since the military put
down the 1989 Tiananmen
Square pro-democracy movement. But in recent days there
has been a flurry of small-scale
activities involving dissidents
and activists seeking greater
freedoms.
Also Wednesday, at least 20
activists in the city of Xian in
central China endorsed a
"human rights movement,"
spokesman Ma Shaohua said.
Their goals include ensuring
basic rights in China and taking
up local cases of injustice, such
as failure to compensate citizens
whose homes are razed to make
way for new buildings.
Only three days earlier, nine
dissidents met in Beijing to support a "peace charter" they
hope will stimulate a national
dialogue on bringing democracy to China.

Classz fled
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim lor products or
services advertised below not Is
there arty guarantee Moiled. The
clat.slfled columns of the Spartan
Daily consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not approved or
verified by the neyvspaper.
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Phone: 924-3277 IN FAX: 924-3282
ACUFACTS, INC.
Security Guards / Patrol Officers
Needed Now)
Full time / Part time. Al shifts.
Apply Mon.-Fri. Sam.- 6crn.
5550 Meridian Ave., San Jose.
(408) 286-5880.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES for
motivated students. Learn from
the fastest growing co. in the
industry. Earn $9K-$113K in one
season managing 6-8 employees.
Call Straitght "A" Painters at
1-800-400-9332.
SECURITY: FUIJ. OR PART TIME
Full training. $7.00- $8.00 /hour.
Weekly Pay checks
Excellent Benefits
Credit Union
Medical/Dental Insurance
Vacation Pay
Referral Bonus
Apply: Monday -Friday 8 am.-5 per.
Vargard &malty Services **
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara,
CA 95054. Near 101, at San
Tomas Expy. & Olcott. Equal
Opportunity Employer.
SPRING BREAK
- Lake Hermeu,
AZ, America’s Newest Hot Spot is
actively seeking responsible,
energetic reps. Earn $55 + Free
trips! Call Ron (415) 382-9463
or (800)4HAVASU.
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
- fisheries. Many earn 52,000+
/mo. in canneries or $3,000.$6,000+/mo. on fishing vessels.
Many employers provide benefrts.
No esp. nscraseryl Get the necessary head start on next summer.
For more info. call 1-206.5454155
ext. A6041.
INTERNSHIP. We are an international procurement & export company w/ offices in Campbell, Los
Angeles, Moscow, Jerusalem,
Mexico City. & Changchun. China.
We sell medical equipment & sup.
plies, computers, agricultural commodities, & virtually anthing anyone wants to buy, with the excep.
lion of weapons of war & hazardous materials. Interns may
earn commissions from sales
ranging from small to multi-million
dollar sales. We are looking for
intelligent, motivated individuals
who want to gain first hand experience in international trade &
finance. This internship is open to
undergraduates & graduates front
any department, with preference
given to those with some knowledge of international trade, business management, economics,
international politics or history, or
proficiency in any one of the following languages: Russian,
Czech, Slovak. Ukrainian, Polish,
Romanian, Lithuanian, Latvian,
Estonian, Mandarin Chinese, Cantonese,Spanish. Arabic & Hebrew.
English is required, but non-native
speakers are encouraged to
apply. Minority students are welcomed & encouraged to apply. For
more irformation. please contact
Leigh lindenbaum at Universal
Export United (406) 371-2455.
6700. /WK CANNERY workers:
$4.000./mo. deckhands. Alaska
fishing industry now hiring for
next summer. 11.000 openings.
No exp. necessary. Free rm. 8,
bd. These jobs go fast! Employment Alaska. 1-206-3232672.
AA CRUISE & TRAVEL JOBS.
Earn $2500/mo + travel the
world free! ( Europe, Hawaii.
Caribbean. Asia!) Cruise lines
now hiring for busy holiday,
spring and summer seasons.
Listing Service. Call (919)
929-4398 ext. 193.
SALES / SWIAGEMENT positions
available for career oriented
indkridual in the heath fitness field.
America’s Best corporation has
had over a 900% growth rate over
the past 4 years and has locations
throughout the entire bay area. If
you are an eager & self motivated
Individual looking to start off right.
we will give you a chance. Salaries,
commissions, bonuses, trips 8,
benefits, 14K- 31K annual. Please
fax your resume to (510) 7130850 and call 1 -800-883-KICK.
Ask for Mr. Berryessa.
NEW STORE NOW HIRING
$7. $U./ HR.
Drivers must be 18. Own car. Cln.
DMV. Ins. F/T, P/T, flex hrs.
NEW STORE NEXT TO CAMPUS!
Counter positions open tool
Apply 135 W. Santa Clara St.
Prza A Go Go.

DO YOU HAVE SALES/MKTG DIP?
We need you for a PIT morning
position at busy chiropractic
office. Call 559-8484.

STATE HOUSE APARTMENTS.
2 bed/2 bath apt. available now.
4 blocks from campus. Free cable
TV, water & garbage. Off street
parking available. Several units
$10.00 PER HOUR P.T. National starting at $675.00/mo. Call Dan
company seeking grad students at 295-5256.
and upper division "A" students for
note taking on campus. Secure
LOST & FOUND
your job now for next semester.
Call 806626-3626.
FOUND! GOLD BRACELET.
SJSU Homecoming Game.
GREEKS& CWBS
Call 3549109 to claim.
Raise up to $1,000. in just one
week! For your fraternity, sorority
SERVICES
& club. Plus $1,000. for yourself
And a Free T-shirt just for calling. WRITING ASSISTANCE any
1-800-932-0528, ext. 75.
subject. Why suffer and get poor
grades when help is just a call
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
HOUSING
college teacher) assists with
1 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
research & writing. Tutorial also
Bright & airy with big windows, air avail. Friendly, caring, confidential.
conditioned, mini blinds, new hot- Regular visits to your campus.
point appliances including dish- Samples & references available.
washer, disposal. Intercom build- Foreigners welcome! Call today
ing, covered, gated parking, on for free phone consultation:
site laundry. Quiet, OK for 2 room- 1600606-8898 ask for Daniel.
mates, nice for staff. I block from
camp.s. From $650./mo. 2974705.
WASHINGTON SQUARE
FEDGIALCREDR UNION
3 BIR/2811. APT. 2 BUM RIM &SU "STUDENTS SERVING STUDENTS"
8800./mo. $400. dep. Parking.
Membership open exclusively
Laundry. Call Chris: 289-1535.
to S1SU Students, Alumni, and
Advisory Faculty!
QUALITY OF LIVING a STUDY
Services include:
Willow Gardens Apartments $ Auto Loans $ Personal Loans $
$ Debt Consolidation Loans
1750 Stokes Street. 998-0300.
The best in Willow Glen sled.
Share (savings) & CD Accts.
Spacious 2 bdrm./2 bath & 3
Exceptional Rates!!!
bdrm./2 bath. Recreation room
Convenient location:
48S. 7th Street, Suite 201
w/wet bar, fitness center, pool &
San Jose, CA 95112
saunas. For move in special, call
408/998-0300.
Call for more info:
(408)947-7273.
GATEWAY APTS.
2 blocks from campus.
CUSTOM T-SHIRTS IN 4-5 DAYS!
2 bd./2 ba., 900-1.000 sq. ft.
If you are looking for silk
Ideal for up to 4 students.
screening quality at competitive
Free cable. Underground parking. prices, look no further. Century
Security gates. Game room.
Graphics prides itself on quality
Laundry room. 4th &William.
work, quick turn around and a
positive happy staff. Call for
Rents starting at $750./mo.
Call mgr. 9470803.
quotes at 988-3351. Thanks!
lOR S550,/ SILVIO MS& $498
Deposit: $300. 3 blacks from SJSU.
1 week free! HMS 9978200 a35.
2 DORM APARTMENT $750/MO.
Security type building
Secure parking
Close in
Modern building
Free Basic Cable service
Laundry room
Village Apartments.
576 S. 5th St. (408) 295-6893.
780 S. 11TH STREET APTS.
2 bedroom./2 bath start $745.
1 bdrm. /1 bath - $595. Walk or
ride bike to school. Very clean,
roomy & remodeled. Secured
entrance. Laundry facilities. Cable
N. Ample parking. Call 288-9157.
HOUSE MATE.Fernale Non Smoker
Rent room it my 3 br./2ba. house
on a 1/4 acre lot near Stevens Crk
&Wrrhester. $35Q/mo. 243,566.
ROOM FOR RENT NEAR CAMPUS
it victonan house. Share bath per.
Parkirg M/F. $320./mo. 947-7339.

50% DISCOUNT1
Permanent Cosmetics by Trish.
Enhance your natural beauty!!
Eye Liner - Lips - Eyebrows.
Expires December 15. 1993.
408479-3500
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17,
Campbell, CA 95008.

PAGERS. PAGER CASES, Cellular
Phones, Voice Mail. CD’s. Video
games. Buy sell and trade. 1 free
month of service with each referral.
Low rates & excellent service.
Once you become a customer you
can resell our pagers to earn $8.
408/522-7203 leave message.
LOVE UFE? CAREER GUIDANCE?
Helpful insight? Computerized
Astrology Interpretation $19.95.
Send check and your birth date.
time of birth, city & state, to
D. McGrane, Box 143, New
Almaden, CA. 95042-0143. Contains approx. 15 detailed pages,
/NUS 5 page information packet!
MEN AND WOMEN -BARE IT SW
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing or
using chemicals. Let us permanently remove your unwanted hair.
Back - Chest- Lip- Bikini - Chin Tummy etc. Students & faculty
receive 15% discount. First appt.
1/2 price if made before Dec. 15.
1993. Hair Today Gone Tomorrow.
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17.
Campbell . (408)379.3500.
IItIIIIII!i085 III! 11111!
Technical, Engineering, administratNe. Local Hi-tech. (408) 5341874. Your edge in tough times.
800WE-FIX-MACS
Mac Repair & Upgrades
While-UWart Service!
2306 K Walsh Ave.
Santa Clara
Open M-F 9:00 am. - 5:00 pm.
408/988-2334.
WRITING, RESEARCH. EDMNG.
Versatile, expert staff.
ESL students a specialty.
800-777-7901.
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST with
BA arid 15 years experience. Now
accepting students wishing to
excell at guitar or bass. All styles
welcome: Rock, R&B, Jazz, Fusion,
Blues. Folk, Reggae, and Funk.
Beginner, Intermediate & Advanced
are welcome. Bill: 408/2986124.

SERVICES FINANCIAL
PRIVATE MONEY IS AVAILABLE
now in scholarships, grants &
work study. No financial need. No
GPA min. Over 350.000 active
donors. For free application &
info, call (408) 522-7222 msg. or
(408) 374-3167. Write: Scholarship, 478 W. Hamilton Ave.
#397, Campbell. CA 95008
November Special: $39.95.
We will beat any advertised price.
Satisfaction guaranteed.

NEED COLLEGE/CAREER INFO?
Live counselor, M.A.. local college
exp. Each call treated as indMdual
appt. Additional info mailed. If I
don’t have the answer to your
question. I’ll get it and call
you back! Call 900-505-CCIS.
95e/min. Mon.-Thurs. 2-8 pm.
Recorded info 24 hours/day. 10%
of net profits support local education programs. College Career MONEY FOR COLLEGE III
Information Services.
Money is waiting for you right now
from Private Scholarships. Grants
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
and Fellowships. No Financial
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Need and No GPA minimum
Specialist. Confidential.
required. For FREE literature packYour over probe or disposable.
age. CALL NOW! 408-9937208.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
Access/control #2081993.
2474486.

SCHOLARSHIPS GUARANTEED!
No minimum GPA. No financial
need. Send for Free info today!
Premier Resources. P.O. Box 970,
Pleasanton, CA 94566.

HAYWARDFREMONTUNION CITY
Wordprocessing and typing;
All work accepted!! Reports
Theses Proficient with MLA.
APA and Turabian formats;
Quick & Speedy turnaround;
SS BILLIONS available for your WP 5.1. Laser printer. Call me
education, all students qualify! 7 days a week 7 am to 11 pm.
Free message (800)666-GRAD.
Suzanne Scott 510/489-9794.
DON’T PAY ITV
Don’t pay $70.- $100. for a schoiarship search. Get $ SCUMS NOW!
Call Scholar -Dollar$ today!!
1-9009139(X23 ad. 703.82. min. 5
min. mar. 18 cr ordiy. TT done req. &
save even more, order our book
"Scholarships. Grants and Loans".
Contains dozens of money sources
& time saving tips. Order today!
Only $5.95 to Scholar-Dolled. P.O.
Box456 Mt. Herman, CA 95041.
30 day M/B Guarantee. Allow 4-6
Mrs Strauss Ent. 408625-1910.

AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED
Professional Word Processing!
Theses, Term Papers. Nursing &
Group Projects, Resumes. Letters.
Manuscripts. etc. WordPerfect 5.1.
HP Laser II. Al formats. spectalong
fl APA. Spelling, punctuation and
grammatical editing. Free disc
storage. Al work guaranteed! Worry
free, dependable, and prompt
service. To avoid disappointment,
call now to reserve your time! Call
PAM 247-2681 (8am-8pm). plus
Save Additional 10% Per Referral

DO YOU want a computer search
done to find scholarships for you?
Many sources available. 80%
require no GPA or have no income
limitations. Call or write: Unique
Service Co. P.O. Box 867, Millbrae,
CA 94030. (415)692-4847.

WORD PROCESSING / TYPING.
West San Jose/Cupertino. APA+
*Term papers Group projects
*Thesis Letters Applications
Rsarnes *Tape transcription. at
Nursing/ Math/ Science/ Engl ish.
Laser printer. Days & evenings,
7 days. SUZANNE, 4411.34611,

WANT MONEY FOR COLAS:GET
Scholarship Matching
No GPA or need oualthcatims
Money back guarantee
Information & apploaton:
JiAr Scholarship Matching Service
P.O. Box 53450
San Jose, CA 951530450
408629-8886.

EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science and English papers,
theses our specialty. Laser printing. Free spell Check and storage.
APA. Turabian and other formats.
Resumes, editing. graphics and
other services available. Masterson’s Word Processing Cal Paul or
Mrginia 408-251-0449.

TRAVEL

HATE TO TYPEI
I
If this got your attention, gyve yourself a break Let me do it for you!
Pick up and delivery $1.00.
Resumes, term papers & theses.
APA format. $2.00 per double
SKI VAIL OR SKI UTAH
spaced page / 5.00 minimum. Call
VAIL: Jan. 2nd 9th. 4/5 day Julie 998-8354
ski pass, 6 nights lodging.
Si incl. - $499. / Bus incl. $349. Tbmw/ProWets/Towi Papers.
$50. deposit by Nov. 4th. Call Marsha at 2684448 for full
UTAH: Nov. 24 29th. 4 days service word processing: edit for
skiing, 4 nights lodging, free vocabulary, grammar, sentence
breakfasts. Bus trip: $289. structure, punctuation: format
Payment by Nov. 4th. Credit Cards (APA, Turapian. MLA); table/graph
Accepted! Call Patty at 356-8347 preparation: custom post-script
laser printing. (Also edit disks)
on call Todd at 778.9250.
Resume/cover letter preparation.
WORD PROCESSING International Students Welcomel
Willow Ger area 7.30am61:30prr.
YOU HAVE BETTER THINGS TO DO!
So let me type that paper fOr vou 20 ?RS PROFESSIONAL Emodonce.
Exceptional service Laser orinfing. Typing & transcription for ALL your
Disk storage availabie ’ - .ng at needs including COLOR and
only $2 /page Call JIM -:.-iv at GRAPHICS. Copying. binding & FAX
available. Pick up & delivery.
9974653
REASONALBE RATES. Timeliness
SANTA PAPE SECRETARLAL SON. & satisfaction guaranteed. Tutoring
available in some subjects.
Naar Santa Clots Unser-A
Term papers, resumes. etc
Contact Card at (4081369-8614
(Q8)9842268.
EXPERIENCED Word Processor
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing. Too may reoo-.
-e
Theses, term papers. grouo enough time-,
projects, resumes, letters. etc. the typing! Rv .
All formats. especially APA. papers. the5t
Experienced, dependable, quick compatible co’
t
return. Transcriptions available. printer. FAX r
972-4992
Almaden / Branham area. public. Ca A ’
Call Linda (408)2644504.
AIRLINE TICKETS FREE?!
Intl couriers needed
call vrs 310-514-4662.

DAILY CLASSIRED-ADVERTISING THAT WORKS!
Print your ad here.

Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation &

spaces between words
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Society Under the Influence

Community: Colleges try to provide alternatives
tV for fraternities and sororities
to network and share policies
of priorities where education they have at their houses.
According to Terao, house
becomes secondary and drinking becomes the priority of their policies may include having nonalcoholic beverages at parties or
lives, Terao said.
The SJSU residence halls designating three to five people
don’t have many problems with not to drink at parties to make
alcohol, according to Thomas- sure things don’t get out of
tine Ureh, interim associate hand.
"Choices" is another compodirector of residential life at
nent of PEP’s goals. "Choices is
SJSU.
"We try to do proactive pro- a program in which student athgramming to offset (alcohol letes are recruited to participate
in programs advocating responproblems)," she said.
Of the 208 programs put on sible choices with the use of alcoin the residents halls last year, 41 hol.
important
"Choices"
is
were alcoholic alternatives programs, according to Ureh. All because alcohol can play a signif208 programs were alcohol-free icant role in whether athletes
better themselves, Terao said.
programs.
"We’re talking about a drug
"We also try to focus on community development and mak- that affects the body and it can
ing people responsible for their affect their athletic ability," he
said.The last component in
own actions." Ureh said.
Alcohol prevention is a main PEP’s goals is the multicultural
project, which
goal for the PEP center and is prevention
accomplished through four encourages special interest stucomponents.
dent organizations to become
One component is Preven- more involved in alcohol pretion Education Program-Student vention and to promote activities
Educators (PEP-SE), where stu- that are alcohol and drug free.
Alcohol has an effect on students are trained to provide presentations on alcohol and drug dents at other campuses as well.
Isla Vista, the community near
abuse preventions to student
organizations, residence halls, UC Santa Barbara, is directly
affected by alcohol, according to
classes and the community.
"We’re not saying ’don’t drink Heather Campbell, a member of
and be abstinent,’ we’re saying if PARTY TOADS at UCSB.
"Every other store is a pub
you choose to drink be responsible in choosing when, how and advertising happy hour or a
liquor store," she said.
where you drink," Terao said.
PARTY TOADS, Party Team
Another component in PEP’s
goal is Greeks Advocating Offering Alternative Drink SerMature Management of Alcohol vices, is a non-alcoholic catering
(GAMMA), in which representa- service seeking to provide a
tives from fraternities and soror- choice at parties.
ities work together to become
For Judy Hearsum, adviser of
responsible with alcohol within Greeks Advocating Mature Manthe Greek system. Activities are agement of Alcohol (GAMMA),
also coordinated with alcoholic the community of Isla Vista
prevention messages.
affects the UCSB college comGAMMA is also an opportuni- munity.

From pi.ige I

"Parties tend to take place on
the weekends and may effect
campus life." she said. "Sometimes problems with the law like
public intoxication may happen.
Sometimes students develop personal problems from drinking
like academic problems and
missing classes because of hangovers."
According to Hearsinn, lsla
Vista gives UCSB an image as a
party school that is not necessarily deserved.
"We also know the goodness
of our students," Hearsum said.
"Many of our students do very
well academically and limit their
partying to weekends."
Other campuses also have
ways to offset the alcohol problem.CSU Chico has a program
similar to SJSU’s PEP Center
called CADEC, Campus Alcohol
and Drug Education Center.
CADEC has peer educators
who do alcohol and drug abuse
presentations on campus, in residence halls and for Greek organizations.
CADEC also talks about sexually transmitted diseases (STDs),
like AIDS, which are directly
related to alcohol and drug
abuse, said Lorinda Morgan, a
peer educator for CADEC.
"We feel that a lot of times
people are drinking and doing
drugs and it inhibits their ability
to make clear decisions," she
said. The inability to make good
decisions may lead to unprotected sex, which can cause STDs,
Morgan said.
CADEC also works with resident advisers to provide residents with alternatives other
than drinking alcohol. One way
the residence halls combat alcohol problems is through "The
Club."
"The Club" is located in the
basement of the largest resi-

dence hall at CSLT Chico, according to Kyle Coulter, assistant programming director for housing
at the university.
"’The Club’ is set up to give
alternative alcohol programming
throughout the week for residents, Coulter said. "It gives the
residents a place to socialize or
study instead of going out to
local bars."
"The Club" has programs
including ice cream socials, film
festivals and mocktails.
Mocktail parties are also some
of the alternative programs in
the residence halls at SJSU.
According to Ureh, mocktail
events are like cocktail parties,
but the drinks served are nonalcoholic.
UC Santa Barbara has several
clubs to deal with alcohol on
campus.
Students Teaching Alcohol
and Other Drug Responsibility
(STAR) is a group of trained
peer educators who give presentations similar to PEP at SJSU
and CADEC at Chico.
STAR also holds awareness
events like National Collegiate
Alcohol Awareness Week and a
Safe Graduations campaign in
the spring.
UCSB also has an organization similar to SJSU’s GAMMA
called GRAPE, Greeks for
Responsible Alcohol Participatory Mons.
Party TOADS gives students at
UCSB a chance to make a
choice between drinking alcohol
or not.
"Ideally we’d like to offer services next to alcohol so people
have a choice," Campbell said.
"Unfortunately people who are
drinking alcohol are not apt to
hire someone who’s providing
non-alcoholic beverages."
Party TOADS really tries to
emphasize choice, Campbell

said."Many of our members
drink alcohol," she said. "We’re
not all against alcohol all together. We just want to provide people with a choice."
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They said the amount of business brought in by students
varies nightly with students comprising ’25 percent to 75 percent
of total patrons. They said sales
often depend on the entertainment and drink specials as well
as the atmosphere of the bar
itself.
Tim Wilson, the manager of
Ajax Lounge, a bar located on
First Street, estimated one-third
of the bar’s clientele are SJSU
students.
He said students come to Ajax
for the "quality (of the beer), not
the quantity." Ajax features only
imported beers and microbrewcry beers on tap. Ajax does not
sell what Wilson calls "majors,"
such as Budweiser, Coors and
Miller.
Wilson, an SJSU graduate,
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The California Senior Hockey
League is now forming teams
for the winter season. Beginner,
Intermediate, and Advanced
Divisions.

For more information
call 5104906621
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Society Under the Influence

From page I
Only the State Board of
Equalization, the taxing bureau,
has figures related to money converted from bills to booze.
According to the Research
and Statistics Division of the
board, in 1992 alone there was
over $53 million in taxable sales
on alcoholic beverages from
liquor stores alone in San Jose.
Jennifer McGuire, of the city
manager’s budget office, said the
city doesn’t see any of that
money directly. She said the only
money the city receives directly
associated with alcohol comes
from fines levied against drunk
drivers.
McGuire said the city collected $91,000 in fines in 1992, representing 3,123 DUI convictions.
From the statistics on alcohol
sales and the money garnered
through DUI fines, it is plain to
see San Jose residents spend a
great deal of money on beer,
wine and spirits.
Area bartenders, managers
and owners of businesses who
sell and serve alcohol are reluctant to say how much money is
spent on alcohol at their businesses.
They were willing, however, to
discuss their clientele and the
business brought in by San Jose
State students.
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at any public skating session
44388 Old Warm Springs Blvd. Fremont
PUBLIC SKATING SKATING LESSONS HOCKEY CUNKS
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IFS TIME TO RETIRE

YOUR COLLEGE LOAN.
Tired of coping with
payments? The Army can
put your college loan to rest
in just 3 years.
If you have a loan that’s
not in default, well pay off 1/3 or $1,500.
whichever is greater for each year of
service. Total repayment of up to
$55,000. And we’ll not only retire your
loan, we’ll give you other benefits to last
a lifetime. Ask yourArmy Recruiter.
Call:
1 -800-LISA -ARMY

SHONA RAROFFSPARTAN DAILY

Bartenders at San Jose Live use an automated system for pouring drinks. The system enables a bartender
to punch in what kind of alcohol is needed. The alcohol comes out of the bottles in another room, in pre-measured amounts. This can save the bar money, because no excess is poured.
believes students are drinking expensive beer.
less now than when he was a stuSteve Hoey, the owner of
dent in 1982.
Toons, said it is "student night
’The idea of what is an accept- most nights" at his bar. He said
able limit of alcohol consump- his clientele could be as high as
tion have drastically changed 75 percent students any night of
since that time
the week. He
(1982)," Wilson
cites nightly
said.
live entertainHe said peo- ’The idea of what is ment and 50
ple who are still
cent
beers
in an acceptable limit
interested
before
10
drinking heavily of alcohol
p.m. as big
are inclined to
draws for the
go to other bars consumption have
campus
where
"happy drastically changed
crowd.
hour" specials
Hoey said
available. since that
are
60 percent of
Happy hour is a time(1982).’
his
sales
time designated
comes from
Tim
Wilson
by certain bars
beer
and
Managar of Ajax lamina
where
drink
mixed drinks.
prices are lowHe said wine
ered.
and
soda
"We don’t have any cam- comprise the rest. He said men
paigns at all to try to lure stu- drink two to four drinks a night
dents in here," Wilson said.
and women drink nearly as
Wilson said people who drink much.
a lot find places offering "a 50
Hoey also cited Toms’ downcent beer." He said bars like San town location, the proximity to
Jose live, in the Pavillion, and SJSU and live entertainment as
Toms, on the corner of Second reasons for its success.
and Santa Clara streets, are "San
He said the drink prices and
Jose State spots."
specials are not necessarily the
He said these are places only incentive patrons have to
where students are more likely to come to the bar.
Sheila I leagerty, a manager at
spend more money on less

San Jose Live, said at least 40 percent of bar business is made up
of SJSU students. She said an
average Friday or Saturday night
will have 2,000 to 3,000 people
passing through the 49,000
square foot bar for drinks.
Heagerty said San Jose Live
offers 25 types of beers and sponsors drink specials almost every
night She said it has student specials nearly every night as well as
a "bladder buster" promotion,
where draft beers are 25 cents
until someone has to leave to use
the restroom.
The closest full bar (serving
beer, wine and spirits) to the
SJSU campus is Cinebar, located
on San Fernando between Second and Third streets. Bartender
Anita Moody said she doubted
other local bars cited the correct
figures for percentage of student
clientele.
She said at least 50 percent of
her patrons are students. Moody
said students who pass through
her bar are either on their way to
or on their way ba( k from drinking elsewhere.
She said because of the high
number of bars in the area,
drink prices are kept low
through competition. Moody
said there was always plenty of
business to go around.
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Can’t see spending time in class?
Well, now you can with your new
contacts and free watch.
For Students Only
A once-In-a-lifetime offer from Bausch
& Lombfi called The Student Eye Deal.
You get: a year’s supply of
contacts(that’s 8 contacts), a ReNufi
lens care pack, and a cool watch -all for
only $39 plus professional feu. You can
get this offer only if you are a student,
and only if you act now! Offer limited to
one per person. BAUSCH

4BAUSCII
& LOMB
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Buena Vista Optical
678 E. Santa Clara
(E. Santa Clara &14th)
(408) 293-2020
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NOV 22 FOSTERS SPECIAL (Keepsake Glass)
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BRITANNIA ARMS
THE BEST BRITISH l’UB IN THE AREA

5027 Almaden Expressway,
San Jose
Between Branham Lane &
Blossom Hill Rd.
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What ever happened to
R&B groups wearing threepiece suits with glitter on the
lapels. The lost days of groups
like the Temptations brought a
sparkle to people’s eyes. The
suits worn by Diana Ross and
the Supremes were breathtaking.
In the ’90s, things have
changed. Now, R&B
groups like Jodeci and
SWV (Sisters with Voices)
are wearing sneakers,
baggy jeans and baseball
caps.
Time out! Isn’t it the
hip-hop groups that wear
the sneakers, jeans and
baseball caps? What’s
with this sudden infatuation with hip-hop gear?
Just turn on the television to any music video
program and you can see
it: R&B has turned hiphop! Try turning down
the volume on the television while watching an
R&B video. It’s hard to
distinguish between
today’s R&B and hip-hop
groups if you look at the
video without hearing the
music.
It’s not just the clothes, but
it’s the dance routines, too.
I loved the days of the mellow R&B groups like the
Temptations doing dance steps
with the 360-degree spins and
easy-to-follow moves. I loved
the simple steps of Diana Ross

and the Supremes with simple
movements in one place. Now
you have R&B groups movin’
and groovin’ like DB Cooper’s
on Thursday nights.
It seems that R&B groups in
the ’90s have traded in the
doo-wop, hand clapping, 360degree spins for the traditional

slouch-walkin’, crouch-grabbin, head-bobin’ motions of
hip-hop artists.
All these hip-hop imitations
in the R&B industry need to be
banned! It’s bad enough that
some of these R&B groups
have some sloppy, non-rapping hip-hop artist in every
other song. Not to say that

hip-hop artists are non-rappin’
and sloppy, but these rejects
that appear on R&B songs are
obviously the ones who never
made it in the true hip-hop
industry, but that’s another
story.
It may seem like I’m complaining about something little, but I don’t want to see
sneakers and baseball caps on
someone singing a love song.
Love is more romantic than
the hip-hop street gear and,
damn it, I want to see it!
Now if an R&B group is
singing about running from
the police or keeping a party
going until midnight, then
maybe! could deal with them
wearing the hip-hop gear.
love R&B groups and I
have nothing against sneakers,
baggy pants and baseball caps,
which I wear often. I just prefer to see the sneakers on hiphip groups, not on R&B
groups. I want the three-piece
suits and the glitter on R&B
groups. And if that’s asking
to much, how about some
slacks and a silk shirt
at least. Anything
besides biting (meaning "copying" in the hip-hop
culture) off of hip-hop gear.
Fashion Alert! Fashion
Alert! All R&B groups trash
your hip-hop gear and go buy
some three-piece suits and
dresses, thank you very much!
Bryan Cotton

Well, etc. has two more issues and it is about time for some feedback. How have we done this
semester? Have we served our purpose in informing you of entertainment happenings in the South
Bay? Have we kept you abreast of cool, new music? Drop us a line in DBH 209. Thanks for reading!
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Love in the shadows
The heroine in "The Darkest Part of a Shadow" is
inspired from the playwright’s
real-life wife, a woman who
SJSU senior David Scott
describes as mysteriously sad
and sensitive.
Scott’s play earned him
SJSU’s Harold Crain Playwriting Award last semester, a yearly contest in which the selected
student screenplay is made into
a theatrical production by the
drama department.
The play’s original draft was
completed in the course of one
evening. According to Scott, a
theater arts major, its theme
primarily deals with the dangers of loving too much.
It’s a short play (about 30
minutes), with only three actors
playing wife, husband and
thief.
The play, according to these
actors, intends to invoke in the
audience a magnetic cobweb of
emotions that individuals can
interpret differently.
The intelligence of "The
Darkest Part of a Shadow"
deals with memories emphasizing a long-ago wound that tortures a married couple. From
every angle, the picture the
audience may see is a marriage
filled with secrets and lies.
The wife, played by senior
Denee Lewis, is a living ghost
who punishes herself and her
husband. She seems to be lost,
talking in riddles and roaming
the hallway of her house nightly. Her husband seems torn
between his love for her and
his desire to live a normal life.
The thief is played by Alex
Gonda, a sophomore majoring
in theater arts. His character is
at first drawn in by the wile’s
beauty, but later finds himself
wanting to protect her from her
husband and her sadness.

"My character falls
in love with the wife,
and it’s kind of an
obsessive love that
CHINESE CUISINE- FOOD TO GO
accelerates and
"Mandarin & Szechuan Cuisine
becomes uncontrol"Box Lunches To Go
lable," Gonda says.
OPEN DA 11.V
-Lunch & Dinner
11:36900 P.M
"I want the audi-Catering Available
ence to walk away
294-3303 or 998-9427
from this play with a
131 E. Jackson Street
weird feeling in their
6 blocks North of Santa Clara Between 3rd & 4th Street.
stomachs. They can
interpret their own
views about the play,
but no doubt this
play gives an eerie
1"1.1
feeling."
Lewis, a liberal
studies major, says
her character has a
secret vulnerability
people can identify
with. This helplessPhoton by Andy ElanneYness centers around Denee Lewis, left, and Andrew Kerr play
Falai Instinct
Now
the tragic loss of
wife and husband in "The Darkest Part of
Menace
someone close to her a Shadow" opening today.
Showing:
character.
The husband is played by
396 S.First at San Salvador 292-5811
Andrew Kerr, a senior majoring
in theater arts. He says the husband is also trying hard to
recover from the same loss that
had devastated his wife.
"The husband’s character is
-*’
trying to pull his wife along
with him, but she’s angering
him, preventing him from total
recovery because she’s off the
deep end," Kerr says.
Kerr wants the audience to
watch the play and come out
"not being afraid to feel."
Leslie Martinson, a casting
director from TheatreWorks in
Palo Alto, was recruited to
direct the play. The purpose of
this was so students could gain
experience from working with
an outside director.
Martinson wants the audi%%ere Opening
ence to become emotionally
Nowinher 29th
involved with the play. She herself saw the script as well-written and based fully on character work, which
Good Times, Great Food
enhances the visual
imagery of the play.
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"The Darkest Part
of a Shadow" will be
performed at the Studio
Theatre in Hugh Gillis
Hall Nov. 18-20 at 8
p.m. and Nov 19 at
Alex Gonda plays the thief who becomes 12:30.
involved with the couple’s lives.
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toward more
Body Piercing I mprovisation
due to the Thanksgiving holiday. Save us
some turkey. Our keepers may feed us
through the bars of our cages.
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Thirty years ago, tenor sax
legend John Coltrane recorded
"Giant Steps," an unconstrained, commanding tune
named after a bass line that gallops through odd intervals in a
lop-sided pattern.
Taking an enormous stride in
a different direction, the Boo
Radleys released an album of
the same name. Guitarist and
songwriter Martin Carr was listening to Coltrane’s "Giant
Steps" while pondering a title
for the Radleys’ latest disc.
"I just thought that was a
really good name for our
album," Carr says. "It seems to
sum it up really well. And I
thought, well! really can’t call
it that because of the Coltrane
thing. But in the end I gave in,
because I couldn’t think of a
better title."
Although Carr is a big
Coltrane fan, the influence
isn’t necessarily discernible
in the Radleys’ musings.
"The Coltrane influence
is kind of a hard thing to
incorporate into what we’re
doing," Carr says. "But
we’re going try some stuff
that may be a bit more in that
direction."
With the main thrust of jazz
relying on the improvisational
aspect, there isn’t much on-thespot composition weaved into
the Radleys’ songwriting. Carr
maps out most of songs and
writes the string and trumpet
parts before going into the studio, leaving little room for
improvisation, he says.
"But there are occasions, like
on ’Butterfly McQueen,’ when
we just tell the trumpet player
to just let it rip, do whatever
you want," he says.
Each song on "Giant Steps"
seems to come from a different
angle, like separate chapters in
a musical narrative. "I like to
have different moods and textures within one songkind of
the way that classical music is

constructed,"
Carr says.
"You had all
these different colors.
Pubhaty phut
And you can
make it quite The Boo Radleys bring their pop prowess to F/X
dramatic as on Saturday. Wouldn’t Atticus and Scout be proud.
well.
"I just
On the Radleys previous
don’t like verse, chorus, verse,
recording "Everything’s Alright
chorus, repeat to fade. It gets
Forever," a bulk of tunes were
boring after a while."
engulfed in spacious walls of
On the way through the
guitars and feedback, whereas
musical cruise the listener
on "Giant Steps" Carr has
encounters various shades and
toned down somewhat.
blends of euphonious textures.
"Around that time there was
The bright, audacious opener "I
a lot of space to be filled and
Hang Suspended" hovers,
the only way I could think
powered by driving acoustic
about filling it was with a guiguitars. The white reggae of
tar," Carr says of "Forever."
"Upon 9th and Fairchild"
recalls early Clash. "Wish I Was "But on this album, I’ve played
a lot less. There was more room
Skinny" is musically plump
because we had trumpets and
enough to fill the
flutes. There was a lot more
seams.
room to not play. I didn’t have
to play as much as! had."
In writing the music for
"Giant Steps," Carr meshes the
lives of Rodney King and
Lenny Bruce in the context of a
three-line song. "Do you
know my name before you/
tear me apart/ do you care
who lam," are the lines
repeated of "Rodney King
(A Song for Lenny Bruce)."
"I’ve always wanted to write
a song about or for Lenny
Hailing from LiverBruce because he’s someone I
pool, the Radleys were destined admired as a kid and still do
to subscribe to the Beatles heir.
now," Cart says. "But I could
Echoes of the "Revolver" era
never think of what I wanted to
surface occasionally in the grot- say. So when I wrote the words
tos of the tracks, but not
for the Rodney King song, it
enough to be overbearing.
kind of seemed to fit both
Taking their moniker from
wayswhat happened to both
the anti-social misanthrope
people."
locked up in his house in the
book "To Kill a Mockingbird,"
Jon Solomon
the Boo Radleys hardly evoke
images of confinement. Listening to the Radleys is like getting that tingling sensation of
The Boo Radleys play FIX the
touching the fuzz on a peach,
Club on Saturday. 400 S. First St.,
which can sometirnes can be
$5 advance, $7 at the door, 8:30
partly pleasant.
p.m., 408/971-3882.
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To this day, lam still laboring over the term "art-metal."
It seems like such an oxymoron. Add a little Bach to the
standard minor scale riffing
and the term is applied.
Take death metal as a genre.
For all the indecipherable
lyrics and mindless grinding
of guitars, the demon-spawn
of speed metal arguably has
very few redeeming qualities.
Now take both of the aforementioned labels and combine
them. What do you get? No,
not a incessant buzzing noise.
You get Cynic, one of the best
things to happen to any subgroup of the metal category.
The debut album "Focus"
will take Cynic from their
peers and put them into their
own genre. The haunting
melodies interspersed with
bursts of speedy guitar riffs
are unlike those of any other
existing metal outfit.
Vocalist Paul Masvidal’s
words are sometimes growled
with the fervor of a death
metal aficionado and sometimes harmonized, tranquilly
robotic in their delivery.
The lyrics that compose
"The Eagle Nature" and "Urnboric Forms" are moving in
and of themselves. Set to
music, the poetry carries with
it an even greater impact.
Jason Gobel rips on the guitar as Shawn Malone taps
away at the bass, allowing
Cynic to maneuver through
songs that mix in the intensity
of death metal with a dreamy,
floating chorus. All the while,
drummer Sean Reinert keeps a
driving, often syncopated
beat.
Cynic’s music transcends
both the death metal moniker
and any other label applied to
it. "Focus" serves to not only
act as a reprieve from the stagnant world of underground
metal but as a catalyst for a
new direction in the cross-pollination of music styles.
Paul Wolf,

Throw away your trans’stor radio and pull out the
boom box, A Tribe Called
Quest is back with another
slanunin’ LP.
"Midnight Marauders," the
new album, is packed with
smooth lyrics over hard-core
beats that’s guaranteed to
make stereo speakers bump.
It’s the group’s third album
and it advances them in the
hip-hop crowds.
Phife Dawg continues to
improve his rhyme skills on
this album and holds his own
with a solo cut called "8 million stories."
Q-tip, also known as the
abstract poet, maintains is creativity and his smooth flow
this time out. Who else could
come up with a line like "So
do dat, do dat, do do dat dat
dat," on "Award Tour" that
may sound silly, but is bound
to have hip-hop fans chanting
it at parties.
Although many of Q-Tip’s
rhymes are said in riddles,
there’s nothing abstract about
his solo cut "Sucka Nigga"
when he rhymes about the use
of the word "nigga" by
African-Americans.
Even though the solo cuts
by Phife Dawg and Q-tip are
good, the flavor of the album
comes out when the two come
together. Exceptional cuts on
the album are "Midnight,"
"God Lives Through," and the
new single "Award Tour" featuring Trugoy, the dove of De
La Soul.
The album starts with an
insert of a lady’s voice the
appears between cuts throughout album. Although the
inserts are helpful at times, the
effect of fading the volume in
and out while she speaks
make the inserts annoying.
If your tired of flat beats
and tired lyrics on an album,
check "Midnight Marauders"
for your satisfaction.
Bryan Colton

While musical artists seek
to be legitimized by traveling
outside the parameters of their
own genre to attain some new,
hyphenated moniker, it is
refreshing to see a band not
only remain well within the
genre but tear a hole in it.
Less than a decade ago,
bands like Iron Maiden and
Judas Priest were doing just
that. Time has seen the mellowing of Maiden, the dissolution of Priest and their peers,
well, they lost it. Don’t agree?
Motley Crue, need I say more?
Well, get out those tapered
Levi’s and white Nike hitops
’cause the Priest is back. Rob
Halford, former frontman for
the late, great Judas Priest has
mustered up some rather evil
looking youths to form Fight.
They’re heavier than anything
Priest could ever hope to have
been and, damn it, I haven’t
headbanged since high school.
The guitars on Fight’s
debut, "War of Words," aren’t
crunchy, they are downright
ugly behind Halford’s trademark soprano scream. Axemen Brian Tilse and Russ Parrish have tuned down the guitars for some of the sickest riffing since I don’t know when.
Listen to "Kill It" with some
Advil at the ready.
Bassist Jay Jay and drummer Scott Travis, Halford’s
cohort on Priest’s "Painkiller,"
keep the bottom end so low it
hurts.
Had the same album been
recorded by a different outfit, I
would have screamed "cliche,
a blatant rip-off" But, how can
Halford be totally derivative
of a sound he helped to create’
Sepultura and Entombed had
better take some lessons from
their patriarch on how to take
crunch to the limit.
Fight pays no homage to
the predecessors while kicking
ass. Instead, it shows them
how it should have been done.
Paul Wotel
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water sport enthusiasts.
he waves are real, the water is
"One minute it (the water) is really
cold and the riptide is dragcalm and an hour later the seas will
ging "valleys" out to sea to
become great white shark bait. get really heavy," says Hollis. He also
Welcome to Santa Cruz’s winter
noted that winter is the breeding time
for sea lions and
wonderland, Monterey Bay, where
"Surfing is an egotisti- great white sharks.
He says that the
water temperatures
Monterey Bay is the
have dipped into the cal sport... .And surf
largest breeding
low 50’s and winter
ing in bigger surf is
ground in the world
storm swells bring in
idea
if
not
a
good
for great whites.
the big eight to 10foot waves that are
you’re not confident in Hollis says that
despite the dangers
world renown.
your ability"
of the water, the
If you are a San
Jose native who
Dave Meyberg number of rescue
Veteran Surfer missions the Coast
braved Highway 17
Guard runs decreasat dangerous speeds
over the summer to try to ride some of es because there are less people headed to the beaches in their area.
the famous waves, be forewarned.
This is good news for Dave MeyEven though the water might look
ready to take on brethren of the surf, it berg, a veteran surfer for 14 of his 25
years. He says that one of the biggest
can turn quicker than a boogie board
dangers he faces on the water comes
and can strand you in a big way.
from people not used to winter surf.
Lars Hollis, an officer with the U.S.
Coast Guard, says that the waters of
(See Surfing, page 9.)
the bay hold great dangers for novice

Graffiti reading "Valleys will learn or get beat" on the stairs leading to the
Hook located at the end of 41st avenue in Santa Cruz shows how some
surfers in Santa Cruz feel about other people surfing on their turf.
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Dave Meyberg surfs at the Hook in Santa Cruz. The
weather has a lot to do with the size of the waves. Dur
ing the winter the waves tend to be better due to a

St( ’m’s e
increase
ter and m

10ME
Dave Meyberg surfs at Steamer Lane in Santa Cruz. Steamer Lane is not a recommended surfing location for beginners. It is one of the hardest areas to surf because the waves break towards the cliffs
making it a dangerous area unless you are a skilled surfer.

At left, Dave
Meyberg
washes off
with some
fresh warm
water after
coming out of
the cold surf.
It is wise to
wash wetsuits
off with fresh
water
because the
salt water will
eat away at
the material if
is not cleaned
properly.
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effect on the waves. Storms tend to cause an
increase in the size of the waves making the rides better and more challenging for the surfers.
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The various
surfing locations vary in
their degree
of difficulty.
The Lane is
one of the
hardest locations to surf
while Pleasure
Point is one of
the easiest.

Pacific Ocean
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The Warren Miller
some footage and show his
films in the lodge with live narration.
Speek says that as a film
making company, WME makes
"individual sports enthusiast
films."
These films highlight personal sports such as surfing and
skiing rather than team sports
that were so nopular with past
generations
"We try to take the viewer on
an emotional roller coaster ride
(with the 90-minute feature ski
films) around the world,"
Speck says

If you ever wondered what
a Sumo wrestler on skis looks
like, you can see for yourself in
Warren Miller’s latest film
"Black Diamond Rush."
Miller’s yearly ski features
mark the start of the ski season
for many people with a mix of
the bizarre and totally outrageous out-of-bounds skiing.
According to Peter Speek,
half-owner of Warren Miller
Entertainment along with Warren’s son Kurt, Warren started
as a ski bum in the parking lot
at Sun Valley. He would shoot

r3
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The theater
showings are all
hosted by a live
emcee and rely
heavily on audience
participation.
"It’s an event,
not a film," Speek
says.
"Black Diamond
Pubbcrty photo by MaX Berry
Rush," the newest
Warren Miller flick, It has become a tradition that the ski season unofficially opens with the
premiere of a new Warren Miller movie. This year is no different with
takes the viewer
through a series of "Black Diamond Rush" playing Saturday at the Flint Center in Cupertino.
,hort blasts through
"If we were against snowvirgin snow and rugged terrain. "But age overtook me, so now I
run the camera lab."
boarders," Miller says. "We
Some of the most impressive
Being an action photographwouldn’t have gone to the Cauare the aerial ballet in Canada,
er is tough work. According to
snowboarding in Russia and
casus (Russia) and taken snowboards instead of skis. We’ve
helicopter skiing in Alaska. The Brolin, potential camera operators must be totally immersed
had them in our films for 15
camera operators who film
in the sport and be wining to
these gravitationally boosted
years."
learn to use a camera rather
rides have to find their ways
According to Miller, Envithan being cinematographers
into some amazing spaces.
ronmental Impact Reports have
who can ski.
"Our cameramen have to be
had a negative impact on ski
"What we do springs from
as good skiers as our talent and
resorts. The cost of opening a
the magic of skiing itself,"
new ski resort is prohibitive
world-class cinematographers
Brolin says. "People who are
as well," Speek says.
because of the reports. He says
The cameramen have to
into skiing get vicariously
300 to 400 resorts have shut
carry 60 pounds of gear and
involved in our films."
down in the last dccade.
sometimes they have to climb
Brolin says he gradually
"I don’t think there’s a ski
or rappel to get into position,
evolved from someone who
resort worthy of the name
according to Speek.
was totally "ski-centric" into
where the guiding lights (cor"I was a cameraman for a
his current persona as manager porate officers, etc.) aren’t enviof the camera lab.
long, long time," says director
ronmentalists," Miller says. "I
of photography Don Brolin.
"One of the most euphoric
don’t think in my lifetime I’ll
days I can imagsee another major resort open."
ine in anyone’s
Though Miller decries the
life was the day I
loss of so many of the smaller
got hired over 30
resorts, he favors the places
years ago," Brolin with more lifts and a greater
variety of runs. The snow consays.
Miller is wideditions are the deciding factor.
ly known for his
Miller thinks people should
dry tone and acid "pause and smell the roses and
wit In "Black
the pine needles," saying that
Diamond Rush,"
as long as his work remains
he makes the
enjoyable, he’ll keep it up.
observation that
The conditions are picture
anyone who is
perfect in "Black Diamond
smart enough to
Rush," Miller’s 44th annual ski
write his name
feature film, and it is packed
with a can of
with radical out-of-bounds skispray paint can
ing interspersed with comic
ride a snowrelief. No self-respecting powboard.
der hound will want to miss
Far from disthis one.
liking snowboarders as a
Kevin Moore
whole, Miller
only dislikes the
few obnoxious
boarders who
"Black Diamond Rush"
Pubboty pb011) by KM Weeitany menace other
will he playing Saturday at the
Heli-skiing in Alaska is one of the numerous people on the
Flint Center in Cupertino.
locations on the globe where the cameras
slopes.
catch Skiers doing What they do best.
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Above, Jesse Colombo (left) and Sten Ricketts sit on
the guard rail near Steamer Lane to watch the surf.
Colombo. 10, and Ricketts, 12, have been surfing for a
couple of years. They are not ready for Steamer Lane
yet so they surf at 38th and Cowell Beach.
At right, some surfers climb the rocks at Steamer Lane
to get to the stairway. The stairway only goes halfway
down the cliff so surfers must use the rocks to enter
and exit the water. It is dangerous to surf at Steamer
Lane because the tide breaks toward the rocks.

163 W. Santa Clara St.
San Pedro Square

279 -JUMP
(not valid on certain special events)
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5 0 eit
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$2

Drinks all night
Male & Female Revues at 9pm

Dancing at 11pm

(Surfing could, page 6.)
"People inexperienced in
big surf, who go scrambling for a spot and have to
punch through the wave,
create a hazard in the
water," Meyberg says.
"When it gets really big,
it’s not very crowded,
though," he continues. "It’s
too easy to come up with
an excuse not to go surfing."
He says there was a
wide variety of surfers on
big days, from "fearless
kids to local pros." He cited
Anthony Ruffo and Sean
Barron as two pros on the
surfing circuit who can be
spotted on Santa Cruz
waters.

Meyberg, who works as
a local lifeguard during
summer months, advises
novice surfers to learn to
ride waves with the right
equipment, including a full
wetsuit with booties and
the appropriate sized
board. He says that beaches
such as Manresa Beach
near Aptos and Cowell
Beach in Capitola are good
places to learn to surf.
"Surfing is an egotistical
sport," Meyberg says.
"And surfing in bigger surf
is not a good idea if you’re
not confident in your abiliKyle Preston Register
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Random
*Think back, if you were
here back then, to when the
Events Center was just
beginning to be constructed.
Everyone was real excited.
People were willing to
absorb a fee increase and a
hike in A.S. membership to
realize everyone’s fantasy
racquetball court/bad
acoustical space. People
started taking lighter course
loads just to be around when
it was done. But as time
went on, and cost overruns
started to accrue, and setbacks pushes the completion
date ever further into the
future, and sections of the
building had to be retiled,
and whole walls and staircases had to be rebuilt, and
lawsuits started flying, the
honeymoon quickly ended.
People started getting pissed
and talk of a revolution was
in the air. A ballot proposal
was even put before the student body to abandon the
project. You get the drift.
Since 1988, the Center for
the Arts at Yerba Buena Gardens in San Francisco has
been embroiled in a similar
scenario. Suffice it to say that
cynicism ran high as the
Redevelopment Agency
placed its arse on the line
and poured a ton of money
into the project. But the foresight of the SFRA (for once)
has proven 20/20; the Center
is an architectural/intellectual/artistic triumph, and the
premier season schedule
makes it all worth while. The
opening celebration a couple
of weeks back featured
Philip Glass, Foday Musa
Suso and Julia Wolfe, among
others, and this weekend the
Center features the quirky
stylings of the Kronos Quartet. Kmnos has a couple of
new albums out (including
the soundtrack to Bob
Ostertag’s "All the Rage"),
and is expanding into the
world of dance. Appearing
with the Quartet at Yerba
Buena will be choreographer
Margaret Jenkins and the
Paul Dresher Ensemble. Cen
ter for the Arts, SF; Fri. and
Sat. at 8 p.m., Sun. all p.m.;
tickets $15, $21; 415/978-2787

CAMPUS Cv,

A SOMEWHAT LESS THAN COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE TO SAN JOSE EVENTS

THUIC

DAY

CROSS-CULTURAL JAZZ

Jazz as an art form transcends traditional musical parameters as often
as it crosses cultural
boundaries. It is forever
evolving, refusing to be
locked into a stagnant
state of elitist traditionalism. Incorporating the
styles of not only different instrumentation but
different ethnic musical
forms, jazz has segmented into a vast set of
subgroups. Latin
jazz is one of
those subsets,
lending the
improvisational
musings of early
forms to the spicy style
hailing from the southern portion of the hemisphere. The award winning Latin Jazz Ensemble
and the Jazz Singers of
SJSU will exhibit the syncopated salsa-style jazz in the
Music Building Concert Hall.
Latin jazz, salsa, and AfroBrazilian music are on the program for the evening, so leave
any bebop inclinations at the
door. Cross the cultural boundaries into new subset of jazz
peppered with influences that
span the hemisphere. Music
Building Concert Hall, SISU,
donations of $3
for non-SISU
students and $5
for general are
requested, 7:30
p.m., 408/9244680.

DISCERNING
SCULPTURE
Some sculpture defies
interpretation
Perhaps only
for those who
dwell in artis,11111.

eft.

tic ignorance but how large a
segment of the population is
able to identify the meanings
and motivations behind an
artist’s creation. This brings
about the argument of how and
if art should be interpreted and not just
appreciated. I once heard
someone say that "good art" is
judged not so much by its technical merit but by how it
impacts the viewer. And we all
know that impacts vary from
individual to individual. Alas,
people will have to make their
way to the Union Gallery to
determine to what extent (if
any) Michael Jean Cooper’s
work impacts them. Exhibiting from his recent works,
Cooper’s work utilizes laminated maple, aluminum,
stainless steel, lacquer and

a pneumatic system to create his art. The work is
from his "Checks and Balances" series. Union
Gallery, Student Union,
9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. and 6
to 8 p.m.

FRIE

DAY

VIRTUALLY FORGOTTEN
As the mainstream becomes
more and more inundated
with the concept of virtual
reality and all the escapist
entertainment it provides, the concept of lasers
and holograms are
becoming
somewhat
passe. That
says more
about the
masses consumption of
high-tech
hedonism
rather than
the technological merits of
the hvo afore--

mentioned advances. At the
Tech Museum of Innovation,
two exhibits spotlight the entertainment capabilities of lasers
and holograms outside the typical planetarium muse. The
hologram event boasts 24
images that were previously
impossible to create. The second depicts the everyday uses
of lasers in communication,
offices and households. No
phaser guns, no blasters, just
practical application of an ingenious invention. While the
masses dwell on the cutting
edge of virtual entertainment,
get back to the roots to see how
lasers and holograms affect real
life. Who’d ever thought lasers
would be retro? The Tech Museum of Innovation, 145 W. San
Carlos St., $6 general, $4 students,
10 a.m. to 5 p.m., 408/279-7150.
CREEPY, KOOKY, AGAIN
Even
before
Dan
Quayle,
the idea of
family values
was in full effect at the
Addams residence. Granted, it
is a slightly twisted version but
they are a tight knit group
nonetheless. I remember being
glued to the television set (a
habit I have since given up)
awaiting the endless reruns of
the fantastical family. Lurch,
Thing, Gomez, Uncle Fester
were the icons of my childhood. When the antics of the
macabre members of the
Addams family made it to the
big screen, I cringed. Would all
the magic be lost as it had for
other TV shows turned motion

SATUR2ODAY

pictures? To my surprise and
overwhelming delight, the
movie was excellent and Anjelica Huston surpassed the talents
of her predecessor. Well, as
with almost every high-grossing movie comes the inevitable
sequel. And with that are
attached all the "it wasn’t even
as good as the first one" criticisms that for the most part
ring true. With the exception of
George Lucas who can do no
wrong in the cinematic realm,
virtually every successor to
blockbuster smashes pales in
comparison to the original.
Granted, I haven’t had the
opportunity to preview the
new Addams gig, I will go out
on a limb and say if the producers stick with the original formula, they too may find themselves in the same category as
Lucas. With that disclaimer, I
urge anyone to attend the opening night of "Addams Family
Values." The fam is back with a
new baby and an excursion to
summer camp. I’ll be satisfied
just to hear Gomez say, " dirty
pool, old man." Maybe that’s
why I have this strange attraction to mod girls; watching
Morticia slink around after
school everyday. "Addams Family Values" opens at the Century
21 and 23 theatres, 3161 Olsen Dr.
off Winchester Blvd., $4 matinee,
$6.75 general, call for showtimes,
408/984-5610.

THE COSMIC THEOLOGY
Some people are of the opinion
that religion is a breeding
ground for ignorance, that science offers true enlightenment.
Others refute this belief with
the argument that the supreme
being created all that science
claims to have discovered. Only
recently has there been a fusion
of the two and Matthew Fox is
at the forefront. Native spiritualism, modem physics and 12th
century Catholicism are some
of the elements the man incorporates into his theory of
returning social and ecological
justice to the planet. Fox was
the recipient of the International New Thought Alliance
Humanitarian Award in 1992, a
title previously bestowed upon
Mother Teresa. He brings his
theological insights on "cosmic" environmentalism to SJSU
in "A Life of the Heart." Author
of 14 books, Fox wrote "The
Coming of the Cosmic Christ."
Sounds like some off-Broadway
production of the mid-70’s,
doesn’t it? Morris Dailey Auditorium, SISU, $20 general, $10 students, 7 to 10 p.m., 408/356-2834.
MUSICAL AWARENESS
Since the ’60’s, music has been
an integral part in the advancement of various social causes.
Be they cries for justice or critical analysis, the musical content of the decades since have
followed suit. From the hip-hop
musings of Public Enemy to the
samples of Consolidated, the
social agenda is sometimes set
to music. "The Best of Times,"
the new album by Judy Fjell,
cajoles about the progress made
in the civil rights of lesbians
and gays. Fjell, along with
Crystal Reeves, will perform a
special concert at the Sisterspirit Bookstore and Coffeehouse
boasted as an "unbelievable
musical experience." The gentle
strummings of Fjell’s guitar
float with the yearning of
Reeves’ violin. Sisterspirit is
dedicated to the furthering of
women in literary, artistic and
musical pursuits as well as acting as a support network for
women in the community. Sisterspirit Women’s Bookstore and
Coffeehouse, 175 Stockton Ave., $9
to $11, 8:30 p.m., 408/293-9372.
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STEREOTYPING OR SATIRE?
Capitalizing on the whole racial
tension thing is called a
reprieve for the political-correctness movement by its proponents. But, where is the line
drawn between humor and
perpetuating racial stereotypes?
For the longest time, off-color
jokes were reserved for the
inner circles of different social
cliques. Now, with the success of Fox’s "In Living
Color," poking fun at
someone’s ethnic background is one of most
popular forms of situational comedy. Well,
George Wolfe’s "The Colored
Museum" carries on in the
same vain as Fox’s ratings monster, satirizing the cultures of
both white and black America.
A series of skits, "The Colored
Museum" is composed of six
people: three men, three
women, all African-American.
SJSU professor Buddy Butler
directs. Perpetuating myths or
valid satirical interpretation of
cross racial relationships? Let
the laughter decide. City Lights
Theater, 529 S. Second St., $8 to
$13.50, 2 p.m., 408/295-8318.

HANDLING HOT ART
This art versus craft thing is
going too far. What’s
next vice grips with
Mesher art on the handle? Sound outlandish?
Maybe not. At the
American Museum of
Quilts and Textiles,
the art of the
potholder will be
the hot ticket. This
will undoubtedly
lead to the resounding cries of "don’t use
that! That’s my good potholder!" from mothers across the
nation. We all have seen those
cute little ashtrays, coasters and
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salt shakers that have surpassed their function as household utensils to become artistic
creations. Add potholders to
that list. Sure, those animal
head oven mittens were cute,
but they were still usable. Now,
I wouldn’t dare use the Salvador Dali potholder to remove
the burnt dish of mac and
cheese from the oven. Heresy!
The exhibit, aptly titled "Too
Hot to HandleArt of the
Potholder," is presented by
Doris Hoover who
wants to take the
items "from
the bottom
of the
kitchen
drawer to the
top of the
counter and take
them beyond mere
utility to almost art."
Yeah, uh, sure. Can you
say "da da wannabe?" I
knew you could. American
Museum of Quilts and Textiles,
766 S. Second St., $2 general,
$1.50 students and seniors, Ito 4
p.m., 408/971-0323.
STAIRMASTER PERSPECTIVE
Is is just a preoccupation with
the festive Yuletide spirit or a
clever marketing ploy to start
the Christmas shopping spree
before the traditional startdate
the day after Thanksgiving?
Maybe its just a warm up, a
dress rehearsal for avid shoppers. Picture ladies of all ages,
clad in Lycra aerobic wear,
stretching, mentally psyching
up for the rush. Come on
girls, those stairs in the
mall aren’t getting any
shorter. Ya know, that kind of
puts the whole Stairmaster
thing into perspective. To kick
off the frantic shop-lest, the
32nd annual Santa Clara Holiday Faire returns to the Fairgrounds. Santa Clara County
Fairgrounds, 344 Tully Rd., $4
general, $2 juniors and seniors, 11
a.m. to 6 p.m., 408/295-3050.
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SANE: RR% Quo en Soto
"The voice you hear is not
my speaking voice, but my
mind’s voice."
So begins "The Piano," Best
Picture winner at the 1993
Cannes Film Festival, and third
feature film from New Zealand
writer/director Jane Campion
The "mind’s voice" that
opens the film belongs to Ada
(Holly Hunter), a Scottish
widow newly arrived in 19th
Century colonial New Zealand
with her 9-year-old daughter
Flora (Anna Paquin). Ada is
mute; she can hear but has been
unable to speak since the age of
five or six. The reason why
remains a mystery that is barely
hinted at during the film.
The dark, storm-tossed
ocean that brings the pair to the
rugged New Zealand coast is
symbolic of the tempestuous
relationships that await. The
seamen and locals who helped
them unload their belongings,
including Ada’s prized piano,
leave everything scattered
along the high tide line and
leave.
Looking very Victorian
indeed with their hoop skirts,
petticoats, gloves and bonnets,
Ada and Flora spend an awkward night camping out on the
cold beach, realizing no one is
coming for them until morning.
Ada removes part of the wooden crate around the piano and
tentatively fingers the keys into
a short song. Reflecting both a
sense of loneliness and of comfort, the tune removes the desolate feel of the scene.
A marriage has been
arranged for Ada with Stewart
(Sam Neill), a colonial
landowner whom she has
never met, though a fellow
"pakeha" nonetheless. "Pakeha" is a Maori term, often
derogatory, that refers to white
Europeans living in New
Zealand. This is about all the
two have in common.
Right away, they start out on
the wrong foot. Stewart and his
Maori coin-
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Holly Hunter and Anna Pacquin play mother and daughter in
the award winning film by Jane Campion, "The Piano."
pany of movers refuse to carry
Ada’s piano along with the rest
of the baggage, despite her
frantically written note of "the
piano?"
The party winds its way up
the green hills and away from
the beach, as Ada stares with
yearning at the forsaken piano.
The accompanying musical
score is suitably moving, as are
the panoramic shots of the
beautiful New Zealand bush
country.
A day or so later, as they prepare to take the traditional and
stiffly formal wedding photo, a
thunderstorm ensues, soaking
the whole wedding party, not
to mention dampening a few
already brooding spirits.
Only piano playing can lift

Ada’s spirits. She and Flora
seek the assistance of reclusive
and illiterate neighbor George
Baines (Harvey Keitel), a Scotsman who has been living alone
in the bush so long that he no
longer identifies with other
white Europeans. His face is
marked with traditional Maori
"moko," or facial tattoos, and
he speaks their language. However, as a "pakeha," this disenchanted man cannot fit in perfectly with them either.
The first time Ada ever
smiles since the movie’s beginning is when she is reunited
with her piano, playing beautiful, lilting melodies as Flora
cavorts along the beach and
Baines mopes in the background. With help from him

and his friends, the piano is
moved to its new foster home:
Baines’ cabin.
Here Baines strikes an
unusual deal with Ada. He says
she may "earn" her piano back,
key by key, in exchange for
piano lessons. Each time she
visits for the so-called lesson
(Baines has no piano skill and
doesn’t really want to learn) he
asks if he may do certain
things, such as gaze at her bare
shoulders and arms when she
takes off her long-sleeved
blouse.
One time, while playing the
piano, she lifts her skirt and
allows him to lay on the floor
and stare at her stocking-clad
legs. He discovers a small hole
in a stocking, and fingers the
tiny circle of bare skin with
such a wistful longing it is
almost painful.
What’s interesting is Ada
expresses some of her deepest
emotions through her piano
playing. When Baines touches
her during a performance, her
music shifts from melancholy
to exuberant. Only a few
lessons later, Ada receives
much more cause for exuberance.
But exuberance is an often
fleeting emotion, and so it is for
Ada. The plot takes on new
twists and turns during the
final third of the movie, the
result of lies, hurt feelings and
an errant piano key. Not all the
outcomes are happy, but a
sense of resolution is eventually
achieved, similar to the concluding chord struck at the end
of a chaotic piano composition.
Shari Kaplan

lam, like, totally chapped
for any relevant social commentary since, like, Babs is
out on a date with some
patriarchal half-wit. She,
like, totally deserted me. I’m
s000 bummed. I guess Ill
just languish in sorrow sipping lattes all evening.
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SHORT CUTS

THE PIANO

"Student Sale"
"The Piano" opens Friday at
Camera Three, corner of S. Second
St. and San Carlos, call for showtimes, 408/998-330 and the Los
Gatos Cinema, 41 N. Santa Cruz
Ave., Los Gatos, call for
showtimes,
408/395-0203.
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